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The Houston Post had a short editorial
several weeks ago (July 22, 1985) that
was astoundmg. In a time when the media
are supposed to be a reflection of social
attitudes (the converse is perhaps more
valid), the Post took a position that was
quite surprising.
The newspaper's comment concluded
that not everyone who commits a crime
should necessarily go to prison. What?
That, to some, sounds somewhat like a
leftwing, pinko, liberal "coddling the
cnminal" attitude which will not be tolerated. But to others, a position of this
nature is long overdue.
According to the editorial, the Texas
Department of Corrections Board chairman has stated that there are "too many
minor offenders in TDC and means should*
be found to keep them out of prison..
The reason for wanting to find alternatives to prison sentences for these "minor
offenders'' (That's an interesting classification - they did c o w a felony offense), as well as the reason they ate there
are interesting observations.
The Post wants some other form of

."

punishment for these people because it punishment is in essence the chance one
costs too much to keep them in the pris- takes. The courage shown by the Post in
publishing its editorial and taking a less
on system.
The reason they are there, according than seemingly popular stand is a public
to the editorial, is prosecutors who "seek service, and should be repeated by other
stiff sentences in all cases" and thereby media representatives. The media would
put their political careers ahead of the then be serving theu purpose: to inform,
"welfare of the taxpayers." Now, that is but not to dictate.
not entirely correct.
**********
Many people who violate the law do
Tim Evans of Fort Worth should be
not belong in prison. On the other hand, congratulated. The Advanced Criminal
many more who have violated the law do Law Course recently held in Fort Worth,
belong there. Texas' scheme of sentencing which he directed, was the best attended
obviously authorizes soclety (the jury) to course of its type. The one comment that
decide a defendant's punishment. If a was consistently made was that there was
defendant goes to prison who doesn't a recreational activity planned each evebelong there the prosecutor is not neces- ning. The course was good, but the hm
sarily responsible. In most instances the was better. Those that know Tim could
responsible pmty is the jury. Responsible have anticipated that.
because jurors permit emotion t o dictate
*******I*+
to reason. There are many forms of punishment, but it seems th@ many times,
The absence of an editorial i n last
principally because of our crimesoarred month's issue wm the logipal a d bide&
attitudes, juries look no further than ret- ical result o f attampting to move a ~ a c ribution, that being the penitentiary.
quetbaJl wall with on& enrire left side. If
Exposing one to possibly injudicious either happsns again retirement will be
mistakes by electing to have a jury assess appropriate.
September 19851 VOICEfor rhefiefense
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The Postell Ruler
What Effect on Defendants' Election
fat Jury Assessment of Punishment?
by Roy Greenwood
Couft of Crimind Appeals' opWm in Toney v. Stizte, 586 S.W. 2d @$whieh
On July 24, 1985, the Court of Crim- interpreted the pro*Ws d Artide
inal Appeals considered the case of Ken- 37.07(2), V.A,C.C,P., to provide for tbe
neth Ray Postellv. State, -S.W.
2d,
time of eleeti~tlgnt~bii: "At the time he
(Tex. Cfiin. Am. No. 191-84) wherein enters his pl@%jnvp&muit."
ceA& new p m d u r a l rules were set out
The Hal tow%overmldd ws objeotion,
as lo when and how a defendant must at which time the defendant filed an writnow file hi8 election for jury asmment ten motion asking for the court to assess
of punishment.
pwishment, On appeal, he complained
As the bar will recall, it yam? until that the caurt*s requiring him to make
1984 that the Texas Cow3 of Crminal this election @I a premature manner der first p~ivedthe defendant of his *t to have
Appeals apcifieslly he& f ~ the
time, that the State oould object to a de- the jury assess punishment.
g i d m wdvihg a jury on the issue of
-p!t.jfInoffin,ce in a non-aapital trial. See
Ti+m?v. McDonald, 676 S.W. 2d 369;
&yan v. McDoncrld, 681 S.W. 2d 65.
The First Supreme Judicial District
I
, Now, the Cowt of Criminal Appeals mod- Court of Appeals, relying on Ceaser v.
ifies a procedural rule wbich could have a State, 624 S.W. 2d 699 (CANo. 9, Beauradical effect on a defendant's trial strat- mont, 1982, no PDR), held that in cases
egy in selecting jndge or jury assessment where a pr6trial hearing is conducted, in
of plrnZPhment
accordance with provisions of Article
Undem these oircumstance~~
a review of 28.01, V.A.C.C.P., that a defendant muy
the Post& opinion and its ramifications is be required to file all pleadings and monecewary.
tions. including his ele~tionto have the
jury 'assess p&shment, at the pretrial
11. POSTELL V. STATE - FACTUAL hearing. See P~stellu State, 663 S.W.
BACKGROUND
2d 552. Thus, the Court of Appeals held
that the trial judge's reliance upon the
After heing indicted for the offense of specific provisions of Article 28.01 was
burglary, the trial wurt set a pretrial correct, and that the defendant was corhear@ ahd demanded the defendant's rectly forced to make his election at the
attorney, during that hearing, have the prenial heating.
defendant, at that time, make an immediate election as to whether the jury OF the N. COURT OF
UpEALS
OPINION
court would assess punishment in the upI.
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hearingh bid, the defendant would
be required to ffie hispleadiigs -his
pleadings including his election to
have the juty assess punishment
(under Article 27.02(7),V.A.C.C.P.)
- withfa the time proscribed by AItide 28.01, 5 1(2), V.A.C.CP."
B. THE CONCURRING OPINION Judge Clinton, in a separate concurring
opinion, holds that the previous caselaw
of Toney u STrrte, 586 S.Wd 856, constituted an erroneous statutory construction
and therefore hould be overruled; Judge
Clinton believes that the dear import of
the provisions of article 28.01 permits a
t
d jndge, if he so desires, to require an
election as to jury assessment of punish.
ment duringa formal pretrial hearinghand,
failing to m&e such election at that time
causes the defendant to lose that option
as a matter of riphf. However, Judge Clinton does have a-possible solutioito the
problem, when he states:

"By affirmatively electing at such
time to have a jury assess punishment, as a practical matter, an ac.
cused is merely preserving the dght
by not waiving it. (It is e m a@able that nothing precludes him
from wuiving that election at a later
time up to the point at whi& a
&lty verdict is returned . .but we
need not decide that today.). ..If...
the defenw is concerned about the
'inabiity to voir dire the jury on tke
question of punishment' the obvious solution is - unlike what was
done here - to invoke the rigbt to
have the jury mess punishment
from the beginning.''
Thua, Judge Clinton, believing that the
legislative mandate was clear, merely
would suggest that the defense, in all

.

cases, file a juty election of punishment
at the pretrial hearing,if one is conducted.
*1f
the defendant wishes to change his
mind at a later time as to tbis election,
and go to the court for punishment, he
recognizes that this election could be
changed "if he can obtain the prosecutor's agreement."
Judge Clinton, while believing that the
legislative mandate in Article 28.01 is
clear, nevertheless recognizes some of the
practical problems involved in making the
election at a pretrial hearing, thus with
regard to his vote in this case, he reviews
the record and fmds that the defendant
was not shown to have been denied his
right to have the jury assess punishment,
since apparently the defendant never
asked to chang his election, thus no harm
was shown, thus Judge Clinton concurs
with the result.

'

C. DISSENTING OPINIONS
In separate dissentmg opinions by
Judge Teague and Judge Miller, joined by
P. J. Onion, the dissenters point out that
there is a statutory conflict between the
provisions of Article 37.07 as construed
by the Court in Toney, supra, and the
combined provisions of Article 28.01 and
Article 27.02(7), primarily since in the instant case, at the pretrial hearing in question, the defendant was not formally arraigned as was authorized by Article
28.01, supra. Even if he had been arraigned, the dissenters do not believe that
the defense should be compelled, at that
premature time, perhaps months prior to
trial, and perhaps at a time when the defendant may not even have counsel to
make such an important tmal strategy decision. Further, the dissent points out that
under these circumstances, the defendant
may be estopped from voir diring the juryi
on the question of punishment.

Of course, this is the problem with*
attempting to change elections at a later
time . . The prosecutor may not w& to
change the election, thus the defendant
is bound by the election made perhaps
many months prior to trial, before full
discovery was obtained, his investigation
concluded or his trial strategy fomulated.

.

V. WHAT COURSE OF ACTION TO
FOLLOW AFTER POSTELL?
For those defense counsel living in
areas in which pretrials are not routinely
scheduled, or in any jurisdiction where no
formal pretrial is scheduled, apparently,
since the majority of the court m Postell
did not overrule Toney v. State, it is apparently still good law to allow the defense to wait until after jury selection is
completed, to permit the defendant to
make his election for jury assessment of
punishment at the time "the defendant
enters his plea in open court
However, what occurs in cases in which
the defense desires a pretrial hearing, or
pretrial hearings are regularly scheduled
by the courts as a matter of course? Under
those circumstances. it amears that the
sev&al alternatives
defendant has one
which he should consider in view of Pos
tell, to-wit:

."

of

1. As per Judge Clinton's opmion,
a motion for jury assessment of
punishment should be filed in every
case, no matter what the strategy,
and then, in the event that that election is altered by trial strategy rationale, the defense should be prepared to waive their right to jury
assessment of punishment at the
earliest practical opportunity thereafter and hope that the State agrees
and consents to the e1ection;or

2. Ask the court, during the pretrial hearing to not require the defense to make its election at the
time of pretrial, and obtain, for the
record, a ruling as to when the election must be filed for future purposes; or
3. Waive the pretrial proceeding altogether, under Article 28.01; or
4. Go ahead and file for the court's
assessment of punishment, and then
if that decision is altered at a later
time, request jury assessment of
punishment "pursuant to the provisions of Article 37.07:' at the time
"the defendant enters his plea in
open court," and once again hope
that the State agrees to the election.

In my. way of thin!&&, none of these

alternatives is reasonable since all of the
alternatives require that the defendant's
election be hmged upon the discretion of
someone else, i.e., either the trial judge or
the State, or the defendant waives his valuable right to a pretrial hearing.
Nothing is said in the Postell opinion
as to what happens if the trial judge does
not require the election to be filed during
a formal pretrial hearing; however, it
seems logical and likely that if a formal
pretrial is set, and the election is not
made at that time, whether mentioned
specifically or not by the trial judge, then
theoretically, the defendant could be denied his election to have the jury assess
punishment at a later time. This question
is open, but I certainly do not want to be
the lawyer whose client is denied his right
to jury assessment of punishment based
upon a silent record.
Hopefully, under the Postell opmion,
defense attorneys may now request the
court for an affirmative ruling on when
the election for jury assessment of punishment must be ffied, and if the court
permits later filing, at the time the "plea
is entered," then 1think the defense can
rely upon the court's ruling at that time;
however, if the court refuses to make
such a ruling, it would appear that the
only choice available, in order to be perfectly safe, would be to request jury
assessment of punishment and eventually
hope that the State consents to go subsequently to the court if that decision is
ultimately changed.
In my opinion, the dissent is perfectly
correct since there are many logistical
problems involved with requiring such an
election at such a premature stage. Thus,
I would suggest, on the part of the Texas
Criminal Defense Lawyers Legislative
Committee, that a bill be fdled immediately w t h one or more members of the
Texas Legislature, to cofrect this mnfiict
between the statutes, modify the provisions of Article 28.01, and rebreathe legislative life back into the op-rrirqn of Tmey
v. State, wpm.
By copy of this memorandum ;to all
the members of the judiciazy in m y 1 0 4
area (Travis County), I h9pe ta in&*@
some sort of uniformity agnbn'@Be p&%
bers of the judiciary sn &at %fie defewe
bar in our area will not renderineffeutlw
assistance of eounsel t~ their clienX1widh
regad to the new *gin
PosreFL
m

Criminal Voir Dire
Part 1: State

by Charles L. Caperion

This is the fust of a two-part article
derived from a seminar presentation by
Charles L. Caperton. Part 11, covering voir
dire in Federal court, will appear next
issue. Copies of sample motions and voir
dire questions used in the seminar presentations are available from Mr. Caperton's
office, 2211 N. Lamar, Suite 300,Dallas,
TX 75205-1005.

B. STATUTORY PROVISION
State Courts are permitted to determine their own jury selection process.
[See Outer v. Jwy Corn., 396 U.S. 320
ji970)i
Chapter 35 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure ~overnsthe formation of
the iuw. ~rticlg35.15coven the number
of p"ereiptory challenges:
1. Capital cases:
Single defendant - 15 strlkes each
Multiple defendants 8 strikes
each
2. Nan-cap~talfelonies:
Single defendant-10 strikes each
Multiple defendants 6 strikes
each
3. Misdemeanors:
a) District Court:
Smgle defendant - 5 strikes each
Multiple defendants - 3 strikes
each
b) County Courts:
Smgle defendant 3 strikes each
Multiple defendants - 3 strikes
each

-

The following is intended as a brief research guide and checklist for the vou
dire procedures in hoth State and Federal
Courts. I hope that it will aid the criminal
defense eommuniiy in our constant sttuggle to preserve and protect the rights of
'.. the accused. As we all know, there are no
'"impartial" jurors. Everyone is affected
by the attitudes and prejudices of a Wetime. Most are biased against or at least
skeptical of the citizen accused. Studies
have shown that 80 to 90 percent of the
jurors have reached decisions regarding
the case before voir dire has ended (from
Schulman, et al, "Recipe for a Jury," Psychology Today, May 1973) and we have
learned from J w y Work, Systematic
Article 35.16(a) contains the reasons
Techniques, National Jury Project Study for a challenge for cause, which may be
(1983) that a large percentage of jurors made by the State or the Defendant for
require the Defendant to prove his inno- any one of the following reasons:
cence despite the instructions to the contrary by the Court.
1. That he is not a qualified voter in
the State and County under the Constitution and laws of the State; provided, howevef. tbe failure to vote shall not be a disThe US. Constitution, Sixth and Four. qualification;
2. That he has been convicted of theft
teenth Amendments, mandates a Defendant's right to a jury trial, yet number or any felony;
3. That heis underindictment or other
and selection processes have been abrogated to each State. Texas requires a min- legal accusation for theft or any felony.
4. That he is insane;
imum of six jurors in its State criminal
(Article 35.19 provides that no juror
proceedings and twelve for Federal Court
shall be impanelled when it appears that
actions.

-

-
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he is subject to the second, third, or
fourth challenge for cause in Article
35.16, even though both parties may
consent.)
5 . That he has such defect in the organs of feeling or hearing, or such bodily
or mental defect or disease as to render
hin~unfit for j u ~ yservice, or that he is
legally blind and the Court in its discretion is not satisfied that he is fit for jury
service in that particular case:
Please note that in Section (a), Subsection 5, "legally blind" shall mean having
not more than 20/200 of visual acuity in
the better eye with correcting lenses, or
visualacuity greater than 20/200 but with
a limitation in the field of vision such
that the widest diameter of the visual
field subtends an angle no greater than 20
degrees.
6. That he is a witness in the case;
7. That he served on the Grand Jury
which found the indictment;
8. That he served on a Petit Jury in a
former trial of the same case;
9. That he has a bias or prejudice in
favor of or against the Defendant:
10. That, from hearsay, or otherwise,
there is estabhshed in the mind of the
juror such a conclusion as to the guilt or
innocence of the Defendant as would influence him in his action in finding a verdict. To ascertain whether this came of
challenge exists, the juror shall fust be
asked whether, in his opinion, the conclusion so established will influence his verdict. If he answers in the qffmtive, he
shall be discharged without further inferrogation by either pmty or the Cauri.
(Emphasis added.)
Note that in Section (a), Subsection
10, "without further interrogation by
either party or the Courk" means precisely that, and no further attempt to qualify
the prospective juror should be made.

Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Ann. AI~.35.16
*-Vernon 1966) Henley v. State, 644 S.W.
2d 950 (Tex. Crim. App. 1982).
If he answers in the negative, he shall
further be examined as to how his conclusion was formed (Emphasis added), and
the extent to which it will affect his action and ifit appears to have been formed
from reading newspaper accounts, communications, statements, reports or from
mere rumor or hearsay, and if the juror
states that he feels able, notwithstanding
such opinion, to render an impartial verdict upon the law and the evidence, the
Court, if satisfied that he is impartial and
will render such verdict, may in its discretion, admit him as competent to serve m
such case. If the Court, in its discret~on,
is not satisfied that he is impartial, the
juror should be discharged;
11. That he cannot read or write;
In the cases of challenges two, three
and four, the juror is absolutely unqualified, although both parties may consent.
[See Article 35.19.1 All other grounds
for challenge may be waived by the patties in whose favor such grounds of challenge exlst.
Article 35.16(b) states:
A CHALLENGE FOR CAUSE
MAY BE MADE BY THE STATE FOR
ANY OF THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
1. That the juror cannot infict the
punishment of death for a crime, in a
capital case, where the State is seeking
the death penalty;
2. That he is related within the
third degree of consanguinity or affinity
to the Defendant; and
3. That he has a bias or prejudice
against any phase of the law upon which
the State is entitled to rely for conviction
or pwshment. [See Smith v. State, S.W.
2d 379 at 380 (Tex. Crim. App. 1984)
which states:
Juror who stated that her behefs
concerning the death penalty would
affect her deliberations and might
cause her to resolve a fact issue differently from the way she would
have otherwise resolved it was properly excused for cause as her beliefs would have prevented or substant~allyimpaired her performance
as a juror in accordance with the
court's in~t~ch0llS.

Article 35.16(c) states:
A CHAL
LENGE FOR CAUSE MAY BE MADE
BY l X E DEFENSE FOR ANY OF THE
FOLLOWING REASONS:
1. That he is related w i t h the
third degree of consanguinity or affmity
to the person injured by the commission
of the offense, or to any prosecutor in
the case;
2. That he has a bias or prejudice
against any of the law applicable to the
case upon whch the defense is entitled to
rely, either as a defense to some phase of
which the Defendant is being prosecuted
or as a mitigation thereof or of the punishment therefor.
Article 35.17, Sec. 1, provides that
when the Court inits discretion so directs,
the voir dire in a non-capital case shall be
in the presence of the entire panel. Section 2 provides that in a capital felony
case, questions concerning the princ~ples,
as applicable to the case on trial, of reasonable doubt, burden of proof, return of
indidmeqt by Grand Jury, presumption
of innocence, and opinion shall be propounded by the Court to the entire panel
of prospective jurors. Further questions
of capital jury panel members,on demand
of either the State or the Defendant, shall
be made indindually and apart from the
entire panel.
C. CASE LAW AND MOTIONS
In his State criminal voir dire file, in
addition to the above cited statutes (Articles 35.16, 35.19), one should have a
copy of the following opinions:
Holloway v. State, 666 S.W. 2d 104 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1984); Hefin v. State, 640
S.W. 2d 58 (Tex. App. - Austm, 1982,
write refd); Gonzales v. State, 638 S.W.
2d 132 (Tex. App. -Corpus Christi, 1982,
no writ); Jumper v. State, 636 S.W. 2d
766 (Tex. App. - San Antonlo 1982, no
writ); Llark v. State, 608 S.W. 2d 677
(Tex. Crim. App. 1980); Payton v. State,
572 S.W. 2d 677 (Tex. Crim. App. 1979);
Trevino v. State, 572 S.W. 2d 336 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1978); Emanus v. State, 526
S.W. 2d 806 (Tex. Crim. App. 1975);
Abron v. State, 523 S.W. 2d 405 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1975); Earret v. State, 523
S.W. 2d 405 (Tex. Cnm. App. 1975J;Barret v. State, 516 S.W. 2d 181 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1974); Burkett v. Stdre, 513 S.W.
2d 147 @ex. Crim. App. 1974);hith v.

State, 513 S.W. 2d 823 (Tex. Crim. App.
1974); Hernandez v. State, 508 S.W. 2d
853 (Tex. Crim. App. 1974); Powers v.
State, 597 S.W. 2d 594 (Tex. Crim. App.
'1973); Gumo v. State, 487 S.W. 2d 729
(Tex. Crim. App. 1972); DeLaRosa v.
State, 414 S.W. 2d 668 (Tex. Crim. App.
1976); Gonzales v. State, 331 S.W. 2d
748 (Tex. Crim. App. 1960); and Mathis
v. State, 322 S.W. 2d 629 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1959).
Trevino and Hernandez, supra, clearly
state that defense counsel should be allowed the utmost latitude in questioning
a prospective juror for the purpose of exercising a peremptory challenge as contrasted with a challenge for cause.
Time constraints on jury selection have
drawn attack in Texas Courts.
Recently, the Texas Criminal Court of
Appeals held that time restnction during
the defense's voir dire, to the extent that
the Defendant could not exercise his peremptory challenges intelligently, deprived
him of effective assistance of counsel.
[See Herman Ratliff v. Texas, 690 S.W.
2d 597 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985) wherein
the Court recognized reasonable restrictions on the exercise of voir dire examination.] In order to prolong voir dire three
factors must be present:
1. The Defendant's voir dire examination must not reveal an attempt to prolong the voir dire with irrelevant, repetitious, or immaterial quesbons;
2. Defendant's questions which were
not permitted to be asked were proper
voir due questions; and
3. The Defendant must also show that
he was not permitted to examine jurors
who actually served on the jury,
[See also Thomas v. State, 658 S.W. 2d
175 (Tex. Crim. App. 1983); &rk v.
State, 608 S.W. 2d 667 (Tex. Crim. App.
1980); DeLaRosa v. State, 414 S.W. 2d
668 (Tex. Crim. App. 1967); McMams v.
State, 591 S.W. 2d 505 VeX. Crim. App.
19791.1
The Ratliff Court determined that because some jurors *he served were aot individually examined by fhe Defendant,
and bewuse Defendant filed a Bill of Exceptions sthfiagf~teen(lSj relevant questions, the imposition of a thne timitation
which prevented questioning indin'dual
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2d 781 (Tex. Crim. App. 1978); Yanez v.
State, 677 S.W. 2d 62 vex. Crim. App.
1984); Eldridge v. State, 666 S.W. 2d 357
(Tex. App. - Dallas, 1984); L a t h v.
State, 656 S.W. 26 478 (Tex. Crim. App.
1983). Furthermore, no showing of harm
has been required by our courts to reverse
the case because of the tnal courts' refusal.
*I**
One must not only insist upon the
Furthermore, the Sixth Amendment Court Reporter taking down the entire
to the Texas Constitution and Article I, voir dire, but one must also demand that
Section 10 of the Texas Constitution tend a record be made whenever a valid chalto diminish the restrictions placed on voir lenge for cause is overruled by the trial
due by the trial court. I also think that Court, whenever one has already exbausGeorge Gdkerson's "vest pocket" mo- ted the alloted number of peremptory
tions directed to the trial court and re- challenges, or whenever one's request
nnnding the court that certain remarks it for extra challenges is denied by the Court
makes during voir dire will c e r t d y be and as a result, one or more disqualified,
objected to, are essential items for all de- objectionable, or otherwise incompetent
fense counsel.
jurors sit on the case. The Defendant
You should be reminded, of course, bears the burden of demonstratimg that a
that it is absolutely necessary that the en- juror's partiality is unyielding to a Court's
tire voir dire and every motion be taken instruction. Murphy v. Florida, 421 US.
down by the Court Reporter. In many 794 (1975).,0nly with a proper record of
jurisdictions this is "discouraged" by trial this trial Court error can you present this
judges when they suggest "we'll bring in issue before the Appellate Courts. Hefln
the reporter if anything comes up." How- v. State, 640 S.W. 2d 58 (Tex. Crim. App.
ever, for an issue to be raised with regard Austin, 1982,wnt ref d);Emanus v. State,
to a possible abuse of discretion by the 526 S.W. 2d (Tex. Crim. App. 1975);
trial court during voir dire, the entlre voir Powers v. State, 497 S.W. 2d 594 (Tex.
due must be in the record. Jumper v. e m . App. 1973).
State, 636 S.W. 2d 502 (Tex. App. -Fort
In some areas of Texas, the prosecution
Worth, 1982, no writ); Payton v. State, keeps a prior jury service card fie with in572 S.W. 2d 677 (Tex. Crim. App. 1978); formation about jurors' prior service. If
Guerro v. State, 572 S.W. 2d 502 (Tex. possible, obtain this list as it pertains to
Crim. App. 1972).
your case at bar.
It may sometimes appear that when
Another element to consider is how to
the panel is seated in the courtroom, it is respond to prejudicial remarks made by
as if the arresting officer and prosecutor the prosecutor dunng voir dire. Obviously,
picked the order in which they sit. When one will want to object immediately. But
this unlikely eventuality occurs, an occa- in addition, ask the court for an instrucsional unwary judge may commit reversi- tion that the jury panel disregard the
ble enor by refusing to shuffle when a comment(s) and, to preserve error, move
Motion to Shuffle Jurors is ftled. Article that the entire panel be discharged.
35.11, Tex. Code of Crim. Proc. Ann.
states "upon demand of the defendant or D. GENERAL
CHECKLIST
FOR
the State, the Judge shall cause the names QUESTIONS TO INDNIDUAL JURORS
to be placed by the clerk into a receptacle
' Even lf youhave already been properly
and well shaken." In Stmk v. State, 657
S.W. 2d 115 (Tex. Crim. App. 1983), the introduced to the jury by the Court and/
prosecutor routmely had this done before or the prosecutor, be sure to reintroduce
the jurors were seated in the courtroom. yourself and your client. When I introduce
In Stark, the Court reversed and said the my client, I touch him on the arm or
Defendant had an absolute right to a shuf- shoulder in an moffensive but friendly
fle and the statute also contemplates that way to humamze him.
Try not to repeat questions asked by
"court business will be conducted in the
cou~troom."[ S e e h i s v . State, 573 S.W. the prosecutor unless a more complete

j ors demonstrated harm. [See also
a m a s , supra.] *
It is imperative to file such a Bill of
Exceptions placing relevant questions into
the record. The record should further reflect the composition of the jury to determine if persons who were not questioned
had been selected.
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answer is necessary. To avoid repeating
questions, take notes while the prosecutor asks his or her questions.
When the defense turn arrives, have
the questions written down and readily
available for reference during questioning. I t is crucial, however, to look the individual jurors squarely in the eye and
not at one's notes while asking a particular
question and even more important, while
listening to theu responses. Take time between questions, as one is allowed to do
so. Use the time to jot down notes regarding critical answers, and review each question before asking it of a venireman. The
more desired practice, if budget allows, is
to have an associate or assistant take
down comments so the time can be spent
observing mannerisms and demeanor.
Even though many prospectme jurors
may initially dread the call to jury duty,
it is a certain fact that once they are sitting on the panel, they want the individual
involvement. So show each of them they
are singularly important to this case and
that what they have to say is extremely
important. The objective is for all jurors
to view the attorney and client as themselves. Try to relieve their anxlety. By
opening up to the jurors, they wlll open
up to you.
The Chosen Ones, by William J. Bryan,
a book on jury selection, stresses the importance of body language in voir dire.
The work states that a person's body language may reveal subconscious feelings
which are unknown or subdued by the
venireman. It is, therefore, imperative
that the attomey observe the venireman
when he responds, and at any time possible, the attorney should do this on his
own and use assistants to write down
special responses.
Although there is no "pat" meaning
for every body movement, the book
states that a good attorney can learn to
detect when the body language is contradicting the verbal language. According to
the theory put fosth m the book, swallowing indicates that the preceding question was unpleasant, while sighing indicates that it was rough to answer. Both of
these are flags to an alert attorney to pursue the issue further and uncover why the
questions might have bothered the prospective juror. These are only two of many
mentioned. The author Indicates that
there are many such signs and that a good

htigator will know them, not only to eval- time, one must look at the message sent
& a t e a prospective juror, but to evaluate as well as llsten to the spoken word; the
his own presentation, since his body will combination contains the communicaalso be "communicating with the jurors." tor's meaning. [See Stmr, supra at 327.1
Wells explains that the abllity to un(The hst of reading material at the end of
this paper is a good starting place for im- derstand how jurors form credibihty assessments is mvaluable to the t r d lawproving your ability to do this.)
Dr. Robert Gordon, a forensic psy- yer.' [See Wells, Lawyer Credibility, Tri;tl;
chologist and attorney, has aided me per- July 1985.1 Jurors bave role expectations
sonally and throughhis writings.He states for trial participants.
Designing an ideal juror profile accordm his tape on July Selection: Oiminal
Defense that the jurors critique the attor- ing to your case includes a demographic
ney as well. He mhcates that it IS a good profde and a personality profile. By using
attorney who can mix, to a satisfactory these profdes you can structure questions
degree, his desire to observe the juror which will lead you to dlseover the jurors
with h s desire to gain a good rapport and who will fit more closely your idea of the
make a good first impression. The open- ideal jurors for your case. Dr. Gordon
ing statement to the veniremen is an idea1 notes that there is no such thing as an
opportunity to begin developing a good ideal juror. There are, however, ideal
rapport with the prospective juror. Dr. jurors for different aspects of your case.
Gardon states that one can achieve these One must focus on which aspects of the
goals through the opening statement by case he wishes to emphasize, and prepare
making a self-disclosure to g m the ven- the "ideal juror profiles" accordingly.
Subject to personal contact, pre-trial
ireman's confidence, or by staying close
to the veniremen physically. Many jurors investigatipns of jurors have been held
arrive without prior couriroom exper- legal. Sinclair v. US., 279 U.S. 749
ience and the courtroom can seem austere (1929); Dow v. Cizrnegie-Illinois Steel
and threatening, and an attomey who Corp. 224 F.2d 414 (3rd Cir. 1955); KS.
hides behimd his table and maintams a Y. Falange, 426 F. 2d 930 (2d Cir. 1970).
Stam outlines three risks to weigh in
distance between himself and the veniremen will not receive the confidence of an attorney's choice to conduct jury inthe prospective jurors. According to Dr. vestigations:
1. a charge of jury tampering;
Gordon, this can be very harmful to the
2. discovery of the investigation by
attorney's case. So, the attorney must
treat the jurors with respect and relieve prospective jurors resulting in a negative
their anxiety. Jurors form strong ideas reaction on their part; and
3. a negative reaction from the Judge
during the voir dire examination and Dr.
Gordon stresses fbat the attorney must on disclosure of the pre-trial investigation.
use his voir dire questions not only to dis- [Starr, supra at 91 .I
Analyze the nature of the case for uncover information about the jurors, but
also to suggest attitudes to the jurors dercurrents of race, sex, religion, drugs,
which will help his case. Dr. Gordon sug- violence, and pohtical corruption. Anagests reaffinnine several tmes durine voir lvze the defense -goal. whether it's mitiga&re that the veniremen can be fd;. He tion, or in some instances, an acquittal.
suggests soliciting commtment to fairness One should also take into consideration
from the veniremen through use of a lead- the appearance of the participants and
ing question. A good attomey will also the makeup desired for those in the box.
Also Dr. Gordon suggests using galbry
use this opportunity to enhance the selfjurors prlor to trial, selected and paid, to
esteem of the veniremen.
Starr and McCormich, Jury Selection ' Men to one's actual voir dire and then,
(1985) provides excellent suggestions for afterwards, be debriefed for the lawyer's
use in voir dire. An attorney's words and information and benefit. "Gallery jums"
actions are considered by the prospective are people legally qualified to serve as
jurors. Dress, voice and the ability to send jqrors brought to Dr. Gordon's office in
or interpret emotions are key assets to a Dallas where a %est Voir dire or test case
lawyer. Starr iterates the importance of presentation is made. If one has a thick
verbal and non-verbal communication. TO skin and can stand the truth, I recomunderstand any situation at a particular mend this at least Qnee ta emyene be-

cause these people are not told "who it is
for" or "whose side we are on," but asked
to serve and honestly deliberate.
Dr. Gordon's office in Dallas contains
a courtroom with a judge's bench and
jurors' box, as well as a room equipped
with a one-way mirror for monitoring
(with consent) the discussions md deliberations of the jurors. Full video equipment also allows one to study the "results" with associates at a convenient
later time.
Starr devotes a chapter to developing
a trial simulation mvolvingjury selection.
[Star, mpm, at 175.1
Dr. Gordon also encourages post trial
mterviews with the actual jurors to learn
their impressions of the lawyer and his
case.
The article "New Techniques in Jury
Selection and Persuasion: Jury Profdes
and Shadow Juries in the Advocate:' by
Frank Branson, State Bar Litigation Section Report, December, 1984, suggests
establishing juror profiles by canvassing
the residents of the area the trial is set in
to obtain attitudes and views on a general
scale, and then voir diring to bring them
out. Once you know they exlst, you can
begin to establish ways to work around
them. This is great if you can afford it
and the area is unknown to defense counsel, since the local prosecutor usually
does know his own area. College sociology or psychology majors make excellent
pollsters and the poll questions (decided
on with your consultant) can bring invaluable information to a trial attorney.
A community attitude study is similar
to a poll in its efforts but rather uses
"open-ended questions" follewed with a
"forced choice" question. An in-depth
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DEFENDER for the Western District
of Texas, position in San Antonio.
See 18 U.S.C. 83006A. Must be bilingual (in Spanish), and be licensed
for at least one year. Federal criminal trial experience preferred. Resum6 or Standard Form 171 to
Lncien B. Campbell, Federal Public Defender, 727 E. Durango Blvd.,
B-138, San Antonio, Texas 78206.
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comparison of each answer must be form u l w to condud an accurate reflection
toward your case.

7. Objections;
help pry information from prospective
8. Defense;
jurors is to make a personal sew-disclo9. Lack of evidence;
sure. This relieves the juror's fear of ad10. Indictment not evidence of guilt; mitting something wrong, alleviates his
E. INDIW)UAL JUROR QUES"I'0NS
specific questions examples;
fear of the attorney and the courtroom,
11. Probation -punishment;
as well as humanizing you. For an excel1. Marital statvs and what the imme12. The charge of the Court and the lent example of this technique, I recomdiate family consists of;
applicable law;
mend reading @my Spencersbook, Gun2. Occupation;
13. Hung jury questions;
ning for Justice, and attgnding any semi3. Spouse's occupation;
14. Argulnent is not evidence;
nar where this fine trial advocate speaks.
4. Where did thejuror grow up;
15. State's right to prove Prior
Following the period of voit dire seleo4. What daily newspaper does the
inal record (unless a minor or no record); tion, when the panelists are summoned
juror read;
16. &ow any witness listed by P v - back to the courtmom, be sure to thmk
6. Do you watch television new8 re@- emment;
those who were mt selected for their scl.
larly?
11.Judge not on any side rulings on pice tan$ and their respect for the jury
7. Do you listen to radio news regu- law only.
system,which is evident by their respond
larly?
It is dso noted that an attorney must ing to the jury dl.
8. What is your majot source of news not overlook the "interpe~sonald w information?
i d ' of the po~pectivejurors. By obser- G. THE STATE'S JUROR
5). Which do you believe to be mogt
ving how an individual interacts with
accurafe: newspaper, radio or 'televisbn?
others on the jury, an attorney is able to
The following is m excerpt from a
10. Clwbs, associations and organi- develop an opihion of whether a juror is hook entitled Proswution &me, issued
zations;
authoritative, confidentt, ghy or hostile by the Dallas County District Attorney's
11. Can he judge police witnesses with toward others. The attomv's voir dire Office. The book was developed as part
the uameruler as all otherwitaesses?
questions an$ observations should be of a course for new prosecuting attorneys
12. Prior criminal jury service, prior developed through interpersonal observa- in Texas. The section I quote is from the
civil jury senice, prim Grand Juty service; tiom. In Ginger, J w y Selectbiz irl LYimi- chapter on "Jury Selection in a Criminal
13. Military service biatoq;
nal Zlidfs (1975j,mpoposingdamaging facts c w " b y Dallas Court of Appeals Justice
14. Related to, a~quaintadwith,ma+- in mir dire has been ploven to soften Jon Sparling, once an assistant district atsociated with anyone in thd District At- their impact in trial. If one Plans to Put torney in Dallas. Sparling was the Erst
tmey's Office, Police Department,Sher- an ex-offender on the stand and knows Dallas prosecutor to get a 1,000-year seni f f s Office, or any law e n f m m e n t age&
his prior convictions wfl be brought out tence for a convicted felon. He is also
cy, city, state or federak
befoie the jury, or knows a particularly known for his prosecutionin the Guzrnan15. Have members of youi family a bad piece of evidence is to be introduce'
~ o p e zcase involving the accused kfllers
revealing it during voir dire will ~ I take
P of TWO Dallas County sheriffs deputies.
close friends or associatez ever been vic.
some of the sting out of the evidence
t i m s of a &me. .com~lainantsor witnesses
when it is presented by the State.
. . . Who you select for jury is, at
2n a ~ziminalcase?
Lawyers have been told not to talk at
best a calculated risk. Instincts
16. Have you any knowledge of this
about veniremen may be developed
particular case or what this Defendant is jurors but with them, and a cardinal rule
is never to argue with a juror. If a venireby experience, but even the young
accused of doing?
prosecutor may improve the odds
17. Hear anything read about law man makes a damaging or highly prejuby the use of certain guidelines if
enforcement - heard speeches by the Dis- dicial statement, it can be worked to a
client's advantage by the reply, "Thnnk
you know what to look for.
trict Attorney?
s
The following outline contains
18. Has anyone in your family been you for your honesty and t ~ t h f u l n ain
letting us know your true feelings. It
very little substantive law because I
similarly affected?
takes courage to do tkat in front of a
presume that any prosecutor is able
group of strangers and we appreciate
to look it up as easily as I am. The
F. EDUCATING THE JURORS
this.' Juro~swere found to have more reoutIine does, however, contain one
spect for lawyers who treated unfavorable
prosecutofs ideas on some things
Explain the following to the jurors:
k t need to be said to the panel,
1. The law and anticipated charge of and favorable prospective jurors equany
duringvoirdire. [See WeHs,supra.] It a l s ~
and some things to look for in a
the Court;
encourages others who feel the sane way
juror. .
2. Defendant to testify or not;
or who are silently harborifig the same
3. Burden of proof;
111. What to look for in a State
feeling to come forward. No oae admits
4. Presumption of innocence;
juror:
5. Reasonable doubt beyond my freely to being prejudiced but one can
elicit "leanings" and "feelings." The Nadoubt based upon reason;
6. Possibilities, suspicion of guilt are tional Jury Project Study (Jwy Work)
also indicates one successful method to
insufficient to eonvict;
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No.
761-82; Opinion on State's Motion
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PROSECUTOR'S ARGUMENT WAS NOT A COMMENT ON D'S FAILURE TO
TESTIFY:
The State's evidence showed that the Complanaint, upon
returning to her apartment, saw the D leaving her apartment. The
D
was carrying a stereo receiver which belonged to
the
Complainant.
The stereo receiver according to the Complainant
had never been recovered.
D counsel during argument stated that
the State never made any effort to show the jury anything about
the stereo or any efforts to find fingerprints, etc.
The
Prosecutor argued:
the

"D counsel said we didn't bring any fingerprints.
Show us
Sony receiver and maybe we will get you some fingerprints.
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The D objection was sustained and the jury instructed
disregard: the motion for mistrial was overruled.

to

The CCA held that the Prosecutor's argument was clearly invited
by the D attorney and was in answer to D counsel's questions as
to missing evidence.
The Court concluded that the jury was not
led to interpret Prosecutor's remarks as a comment on the D
failure to testify. Larkin, 248 S.W. 2d 134.

n
JJavis
Burks, 865-82, States PDR:
Judge Onion, 7/24/85

C/A reversed, case remanded,

EVIDENCE SUFFICIENTaTO PROVE FORGERY BY POSSESSION UNDER SECTION
32.21 (a) (1)(C) and (b) P.C.:
State' evidence showed that on
September 7, 1979,
2500 payroll checks printed for Fish
Engineering disappeared from a delivery truck for Wilson Printing
Company.
Fish Engineering and the bank were notified.
Fish
Engineer had ordered Check No.'s 95001 to 97500, with three
authorized
signatures.
The D had never worked for Fish
Engineering.
On October 4, the ll and three others were arrested
September 1985/ VOICEfor the Defense
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for investigation of narcotics.
The D at the time was driving a
pick up.
The arresting officer asked the D for his driver's
license and the D replied he had none but when he looked through
his wallet the D was forced to acknowledge a drivers license was
there.
The drivers license was in the name of Robert Boykin and
D insisted that he was Boykin even though the picture on the
&the
license was not that of the D. A subsequent search of the wallet
It
revealed the check which is the subject matter of this case.
was Fish Engjneering Check No. 97492 dated September 28, 1978, in
the amount of $289 drawn on the Pasadena National Bank and made
payable to Robert Boykin.
It was purportedly signed by Ed
Sanders who also was never err~~~loyed
by Fish Engineering.
The
check was purportedly endorsed by Boykin.
Under the endorsement
appeared and address, a drivers license number, and phone number.
A further search revealed 75 to 100 Fish Engineering checks
inside a newspaper on the floorboard of the pick up truck.
some
of the checks were still blank and some partially completed.
Boykin testified that the drivers license was his but that he had
lost it about a year and a half previously; that the signature on
the back of the license was not his nor was the endorsement his
on the back of the check.

%

Passing or attempting to pass a forged writing is not an element
The elements of forgery by
of the offense charged in this case.
passing with intent to utter are (1) a person, (2) "forges", (3)
a r i n g , (4) with intent to defraud or to harm, (5) another.
In "possessionn cases the term "forge" in Section 32.21 means
"(C) to posses a writing that is forged within the meaning of
paragraph ('1 with intent to utter it in a manner specified in
paragraph (B) of this subsection." While evidence of a passing
or attempting passing of a forged instrument would certainly aid
a State's case of possessing a forged instrument, such evidence
is not absolutely essential.
The Court distinguished
a'
T
h
x
572 S.W. 2d 517 and Sfus547 S.W.
2d 29.
emphasized that the State may establish intent to defraud or
harm by circumstantial evidence as well as by direct evidence and
concluded that the State had properly done so in this case.

* * * * *

,
No. 935-82, Appellant's PDR: Reversed with orders
to dismiss indictment, Judge Teague, 7/24/85

-

SPEEDY TRIAL ACT VIOLATION
STATE FAILED TO SHOW DILIGENT
EFFORTS TO SECURE D'S PRESEPJCE FROM NEW MEXICO INCARCERATION FOR
EL PAS0 TRIAL:
CCA granted D's PDR to determine whether the C/A
erred in sustaining the T/C decision to overrule the motion to
dismiss the indictment based upon the Speedy Trial Act, Article
32 A .02 C.C.P.
In this case, D was eventually tried for three
separate aggravated robberies, acquitted of two, and convicted of
one and ultimately sentenced to 75 years TDC.
The State's only announcement of ready occurred on July 3, 1978.
As the Speedy Trial Act became effective on July 1, 1978, it has
only prospective application from that date.
On April 19, 1978,

*-

a pre-tr5al r
r
or! the D ~ w t i u t r t o Withdraw Notion for
Continuance because the D was in jail in Iiew Mexico was conducted
and ultinately the notion for Continuance was withdrawn.
The D
was returned to New Mexico the same date where he remained until
1979, when he was returned to El Paso County to stand trial on
the pendiny indictments.
On September 5, 1978, the D filed his
notion to dismiss the indictment under the Speedy Trial Act and
it was duly filed.
A hearing was held on it April 25, 1979.
Part of the evidence chcwed that the D voluntarily waived
extredition to Kew Wexico in Elarch 1978. While the Ztate created
2 prima facie case that State was ready for trial when it filed
its announcement of readiness, it was rebutted by L! by h i s
uncontroverted testimony at the hearing.
It was then incumbent
upon the State to prove or establish that there were excludable
periods of delay that would extend the initial tiae limitation.
m, 592 S.W.2d 620. The State never made any showing that the
failure to return the D from New Mexico to El Paso County was due
to delay caased by any New Mexico proceeding (Ex Parte Billiard
687 S.W.2d 317; Art. 32A .02 Section (1) C.C.P.) nor did th
State show due diligence in attempting to have the D brought
back to El Paso County prior to January 1979.
Since the State
failed to exercise due diligence to obtain the D presence for
trial, the Speedy Trial Act was not tolled during his absence
while in the custody of the New Mexico authorities.
The D was
not afforded his rights under the Speedy Trial Act and thus the
judgment of the C/A was reversed and the cause was remanded to
the T/C with instructions to dismiss the indictment.

Judge Clinton did not participate;
White dissented.

&EEB

Judges Onion, McCormick, and

E m s , 951-83, State's PDR: Reversed, Judge McCormick,

7/24/85
THE D'S INVOLUNTARY PLEA PREMISED UPON UNDERSTANDING THAT D COULD
APPEAL ON MOTION TO SUPPRESS CONFESSION NECESSITATED NEW TRIAL:
The D filed a written pre-trial motion to suppress his confession
which was overruled.
The D plead guilty to a six count
indictment alleging six aggravated robberies and the Court set
sentence at 50 years TDC to run concurrently in each case.
The
D.A.,
D counsel, and trial judge were operating under the false
assumption that the D would be entitled to appeal the denial of
his motion of suppress following the D's plea of guilty,
notwithstanding the fact that there had been no re~ommendationin
this case and thus Article 44.02 C.C.P. did not apply.
The State argued tgat the CCA should apply the general rule of
harmless error and hold that where the T/C errs by acceptiirg a
conditional plea which is conditioned upon review of the issues
raised in a pre-trial motion, the error is harmless when a review
of the issue shows that the T/C properly overruled the pr@-trial
motion; that the CCA should only review the rul.ing made by the
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C/A.
Alternatively, the correct remedy is not to reverse and
remand, but to give the D in effect "specific performance", i.e.,
fulfill the condition uDon which the plea
rested.
under

The CCA rejected the State's alternatives because they promised
relief on a remedy which the CCA is not empowered to employ:
review of the D pre-trial motion to suppress. In B,el&ii, 484 S.W.
2d 925, the Court held where a plea of guilty is voluntarily and
understandingly made, all nonjurisdictional defects including
claimed deprivation of federal due process our waived.
Further,
S a n t a b e u does not apply in that its rationale was based on a
contractual agreement--the plea bargain. In this case, there was
no plea bargain and thus no contract.ua1 agreement.

L h k e !i%i.bm,
McCormick,7/24/85

1146-83,

State's

PDR:

Aff 'd,

Judge

The D
APPLYING ALMANZA TEST, ERROR IN COURT'S CHARGE HARMLESS:
was convicted of burglary of habitation.
The State's evidence
showed, via statements made by the D to the police that he was
involved with
others
in planning the burglary
of
the
Complainant's house and that on the date in question he and
another drove to the house an8 his companion entered and returned
t.0 the car with stolen items.
They then drove off.
Six days
later the D was seen jimmying the door of a near by house wbich
ultimately lead to his arrest.
The Court's instructions to the jury included the law of parties
and criminal responsibility for conduct of another.
In the
paragraph applying the law to the facts the Court instructed the
jury that it could convict the D if it found he was acting either
ah& or as a party. The court found that there was no evidence
either direct or circumstantial that the D actually entered the
Complainant's residence, but held that no harm accrued to the D
as a result of these instructions.
The evidence clearly showed
the D guilt as a party.
The State's jury argument showed that
State was proceeding soley on the theory that D was guilty as a
party. The Court then cited &m~,568 S.W. 2d 298:
"A charge on the law of parties enlarges a D criminal
responsibility.
The charge benefits the State and not
the D."
Likewise in the converse, a charge requiring the jury to find
that the D acted a l m e increases the State's burden and thus
benefits the D.

VOICEfor the Defense/September 1985

Iienneth Jackson, 115-84, State's PDR:

Reversed, Judge ~ille;,

7/24/85

*- CCA
FOUND INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL:
The following
summary by Judge Miller distributed at the Advanced Criminal Law
Course succinctly analyzes this case:
"D was found guilty of first degree felony enhanced by
one prior, making the punishment range 15 - life, and
received 15 years.
Case was reversed on MNT and on retrial D's attorney advised going to the jury which gave
y s P s , 395 U.S.
him 25 years.
Since
711, limiting the judge to assesing 15 years at the
second trial (a post-trial revealed no conduct of D that
would allow the judge to give more than 15 years under
P e a c e , and since 15 years was the minimum sentence,
and since D's attorney did not advise D of this, counsel
was ineffective."
It is still not clear whether the CCA has chosen to adopt the
S k k k J a & YS Washin&aLr
(104 S. Ct. 2052, 80 L.Ed 2d
674(1984)) or whether the Texas standard for judging
the
effective assistance of counsel remains that stated in Ex Parte
P l l f f y , 607 S.W. 2d 507, i.e.,
/

"Counsel reasonably likely to render
reasonably effective assistancen.

and

rendering

Regardless, the Court found that the total absence of advise as
to whether the D should select the judge or jury to set the
punishment in this case violated both State and Federal standards
enunciated in both cases.
Judge McCormick, in his dissent, described the potential
manipulation of the criminal justice system:
"What concerns me more...is
whether, upon re-trial,
counsel will be determined to be ineffective if
advises Appellant to chose the judge to asses punishment
knowing that a reversal of any conviction will be
he
automatic if he chooses a jury and that jury asses any
punishment greater than 15 years."

for

ad
;-#.-j

Judge Miller, writing for the majority, summarily dispenses with
this concern with a statement in footnote six, that a careful
counsel or trial judge should insure that the record reflects an
acute awareness of tbe exposure to greater punishment on re-trial
if the jury is elected.
R U C ~of Judge Onion's dissent concerns itself with whether or not

the record showed any evidence of possible identifiable oanduct
on the part of the Appellant after the first senkepce was
imposed.
Judge Onion referred to the fact that the D apparently
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had failed to appear for a trial setting and a bond forfeiture
had been ordered; and that the D had been arrested for an
unrelated theft case and possibly on other charges. The majority
opinion responds that notwithstanding these two or three items,
there was no real evidence of identifiable conduct.
Be that as
i t may,' our real concern in any similar situation must be to
make a clear record as to why a particular election was made,
i-e.! some identifiable conduct on the part of the D. Talk about
opening up a real Pandora's Box--what if in making such a clear
and clean record of the situation as it really exists, trial
counsel "educates" the judge or the prosecuting attorney as to
conduct otherwise unknown?
Given a situation in which a hearing
was ordered by the C/A to determine why the election was made to
the jury, I wonder how much effort the Prosecution exerted in
this case in preparing for the hearing and developing the
relevant testimony from trial counsel.
Did the trial counsel
really advise concerning the Pearce case: was there truly
identifiable conduct which would seriously prejudice the D were
he to choose the judge to set punishment the second time around?
As rare as these situations are, perhaps the answer is for
counsel under attack to retain private counsel to work in
conjunction with the prosecution so that a full and complete
record is made.
I noticed that in this case the criticism was
voiced that the record in this case was not adequately developed
to show the true facts.

Charles H

Q , 140-64, State's PDR:
Case Remanded, Judge Onion, 7/24/85

II
'

i

>'

W

Opinion of CA Reversed,

DR 7-104 IS NOT A "LAW" AS CONTEMPLATED BY ARTICLE 38.23 C.C.P.-TAPE RECORDINGS MADE BY CO-DEFENDANT OF CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN COD AND D, DIRECTED BY D.A.,
NOT UNLAWFUL: The D was an employee
of Lone Star Gas Company.
His co-D was in the forms business,
creating false invoices in the name of bogus companies for
material paid for but never delivered to Lone Star Company. When
the scam was discovered, co-D and D retained separate counsel.
Co-D and his attorney cooperated with the Dallas County District
Attorney's Office.
The Prosecutor asked the co-D to tape record
any telephone conversations he had with the D and he did so three
times. This evidence was introduced during the trial. Again, as
666 S.W.2d 96, the Court held that the disciplinary
in .Emu&Lr
rules of the Code of Professional Responsibility are not "lawsn
of the State of Texas as contemplated by Article 38.23 and thus
the trial court properly overruled the D 1 s motion to suppress.
<

Kenneth o s e l l 191-84, Appellant's PDR:

Conviction Affld,

Judge McCormick, 7/24/85
PRE-TRIAL HEARING UNDER ARTICLE 28.01 C.C.P.-PUNISHMENT ELECTION:
C/A adopted B ~ ~ ~ Z ~a pQi Q
~ i La nin &9se~, 624 S.W. 2d 669, which
held that in cases where a pre-trial hearing is held in
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examination of the
le D by introducing portions
de to the ~olice. Defense
allowed to
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I

read from the statement, the court should determine whether the
statement was given freely and voluntarily.
The T/C overruled
The CCA first recognized the decisions in Harris
the objection.
rn
-,
401 U.S. 222, 91 S.Ct. 643, 28 L.Ed.2d 1 11971) and
Qreaon xs m, 420 U.S. 714, 95 S,Ct. 215, 43 L.Ed.2d 570 (1975)
& wherein the court held that although a statement made by a D was
barred in the Prosecution's case in cheif because of Miranda
violations, the Prosecution could introduce the statement to
irnpeach the D's credibility. However, the court also noted that
jn those cases the Supreme Court stressed that the D had made no
claim that the statements made by the police were coerced or
involuntary.
Further, in Plincex yf3 8&izonia, 437 U.S. 385, 98
S.Ct.
2408, 57 L.~d,2d 290 (1978) the court in part stated that
any criminal trial use against the D of his involuntary statement
is a denial of due process of law even though there i s ample
evidence aside from the confession to support the conviction.
The Texas Legislature, via Article 38.22 Sections 5 and 6 C.C.B.,
has seen fit to specifically set out language mandating the
before statement made by the accused can be used for impeachment
purposes it must be an involuntary statement.
The U.S. Supreme
Court has held it to be a violation of due process to use an
involuntary statement made by D for the purpose of impeaching the
trial testimony of that D. Thus with the trial judge, as in this
case, refuses to determine the voluntariness of the statement at
the specific request of the D, the CCA has no choice to find
reversible error. Huglev, 595 S.W.2d 914.

m m -,

No.68849, Affld, Judge W. C. Davis, 5/22/85

"FOOTNOTE CAUTIONn TO APPELLATE: COUNSEL:
This was a capital
murder case in which the D received the death penalty. On appeal
55 Grounds of Error were urged by the D and discussed by the
court in a 43 page opinion. In footnote 13, the court cautioned:

A

"In his ELq a Brief Appellant alleges ineffective
assistance of counsel on appeal because counsel failed
to cite authority and failed to discass the contention
for 37 out of 55 alleged Grounds of Error.
We agree
counsel's brief was severely deficient in this respect.
However, because we were able to identify and understand
the grounds and because we thoroughly reviewed each
ground on our own, we overruled Appellant's contention.
However, there is no excuse for an attorney that has
received several Extensions of Time in which to file a
brief to present to this court a brief such as the
instant one."
,
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Ex Parte, m
5/22/85

S

: -,No.

69056, Relief granted, Judge Onion,

.

THE D WAS ENTITLED TO PAROLE REVOCATION HEARING:
In this case
the D was out on parole for one offense and was thereafter
convicted of another offense. A rule of the board stated that in
the event there was a felony conviction while the parolee was on
parole and same was the bases of the revocation, no hearings were
permitted the parolee.
The court ultimately held that the D was
entitled to a hearing before the board or designee despite
the conviction for a felony committed while on parole.
See Ex
Parte Hernandez, Eo. 69380 (delivered 5/22/85); ljlorrissep vs
B
e 408 U.S. 471, 92 S.Ct. 2593, 33 L.Ed.2d 484 (1972). The
concurring opinion noted that while the D may not be entitled to
a preliminary on on-site hearing, he certainly has the right to
have a "final" hearing unless he waives the same.
Umdy Ybl
Paaaett, 429 U.S.
78, 97 S.Ct. 274, 50 L.Ed.21 236 (1976). See
also Ex Parte Yictor maceyra, No. 69163, delivered 5/22/85.

Ex Parte FUL&X
5/22/85

w , No.

69364, Relief denied,

Judge Miller,

ERRONEOUS ADVISE AS TO PAqOLE ELIGIBILITY DID NOT RENDER PLEA OF
GUILTY INVOLUNTARY:
Pursuing to a plea bargain, the D pled
guilty to aggravated robbery and the judge set punishment at 10
years in prison.
Subsequent hearings showea that the D pled
guilty upon his attorney's advise that he would be eligible for
However, because of the nature of the
parole in 18 - 20 months.
offense he was not in fact eligible for parole for 40 months and
thus
his attorney's advise was erroneous.
The
attorney
apparently told the D he would be eligible for parole after
discharging one third of his sentence and that he
could
accumulate good time toward his sentence.
" Unfortunately, the attorney also told him that this
good
time would be taken into
consideration
in
determining when he had served one third of his
sentence, and therefore he could discharge (for purposes
of parole) one third of his ten year sentence in 18 - 20
months. This is not true under Article 42.12 Section 15
(dl for the offense Appellant pled guilty ton.
The T/C on the writ found in favor of the D as to the alleg@t~ens
and representations made to the D by his trial counsel.
Thq CCA
By footnote two the court-reiterated it Vaia @.@k _@!%s&
agreed:
by the recommendati'ons of the T/C, citing Ex P'drte.E&i&,
6:4:.B
S.W.2d 894, and other cases.

in part, in pleading guilty?
Answer:

NO.

"We think, then, speculative nature of parole attainment
is, such as to discount its legal importance on the
subject of voluntariness of a guilty plea,
This legal
importance is discounted to the extent that erroneous
advise of counsel on the subject of parole eligibility
will not render the plea involuntary."

&F

We reiterate that the cases relating to broken or impossible
plea bargains, heretofore cited, are not the subject of our
discussion.
If Appellant's understanding of his parole
eligibility is manifested as in affirmative part of the plea
bargain and that understanding is relied on as an essential part
of the quid pro quo for pleading guilty, than Appellant's plea is
involuntary if that part of the plea bargain is not or cannot be
carried out, this is so because of a defect in the plea bargain,
not because of Appellant's misunderstanding per se.
A
very well written dissenting opinion by Judge Clinton
emphasizes that it is a common practice to include the subject of
parole eligibility in negotiations leading to a plea bargain.
His point is that a detrimental reliance on a misunderstanding
unilateraly communicated by his counsel should likewise render
the plea of an accused just,as involuntary and unintelligent as
in a situation when an understanding reached by attorneys for the
parties, albeit an incorrect one, is elevated to the status of an
element of the plea bargain and is relied upon by an accused.
Perhaps the point is that the brief and contention raised should
have emphasized ineffective assistance of counsel rather than the
involuntary nature of the plea of guilty. Did this D not talk to
his lawyer and really ask when he would be eligible for parole
and if so what is all this giberish really about, i.e. did not
Evans really get screwed around in this case.
I will say that the majority opinion did list a number of
situations in which the plea of guilty in other cases has been
set aside as being involuntary in a number of situations, as
follows:

"Conditional pleas - & a BIZ&nf constitutronal .UB,
a guilty plea cannot be said to have been voluntary if
it was induced by an agreement, approved by the
court...when
that agreement could not be fulfilled.
-Y
L m
r
571 F-2d 1345 (5th Cir. 1978)
lla&,&States y,
564 F.2d 1179 (5th Cir. 1977);
y,m,612 S.W.2d 561 (Tex.Cr.App.
1981).

m,

Plea bargain broken or not kept - Ex parte Bolmes, S.W.2d - (Tex.Cr.App.
No.69, 398, delivered April 3,
1985); BgSS y,
576 S.W.2d
400 [Tex.Cr.App. 1979);
Joiner y, w r578 S.W.2d 739 (Tex.Cr.App.
1979) ;
k&&U&&m y, State, 559 S.W.2d 825 (Tex.Cr.APp. 1977);
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Wadden
~ t a t e , 544 S.W.2d 159 (Tex.Cr.App.
1976);
S a n t o b u y, New YQ&
404 U.S. 257, 92 S.Ct. 495, 20
L.Ed.2d 427 (1971); and Kiachibroda L Unjted States, 368
U.S. 487, 82 S.Ct.
510, 7 L.Ed.2d 473 (1962). Also,
"...improper plea bargain renders the plea involuntary."
y, &&g,
532 S.W.2d 69 (Tex.Cr.App. 19751, reh'g
denied; Ex Parte Huerta, - S.W.2d - (Tex.Cr.App. No.
69,352, delivered January 30, 1985); Garcia y,&&e,
682 S.W.2d 581 (Tex.Cr.App.
1985); and Ex Parte w r
644 S.W.2d 3 (Tex.Cr.App. 1983).

Erroneous advice of an attorney
- Defendant was
admonished on the wrong punishment range (2 to 20
instead of 2 to 10) and would not have pled to 8 years
had he known the actual punishment range.
Smith y,
,
678 S.W.2d 78 (Tex.Cr.App. 1985).
But see,
Burwitz y, m,- S.W.2d -, (Tex.Cr.App. No. 74284, delivered April 10, 1985) (Clinton, J., concurring).
Attorney's erroneous advice that the State had made a
concession that was not, in fact, part of the plea
bargain rendered the plea involuntary.
This was not a
broken plea bargain, rather a plea that was not knowing
and intelligent under the standard of Eradv L mited
St&e,~, 397 U.S.
742, 90 S.Ct. 1463, 25 L.Ed.2d 747
(1970).
(Defendants
:
time in another county was
supposed to run concurrently as part of the plea
bargain.) Ex Parte aiffin, 679 S.w.2d 15 (Tex.Cr.App.
1984)
Defendant plead guilty on the advice of attorney to
avoid a non-existent death penalty. Ex Parte W, 601
S.W.2d 370 (Tex.Cr.App. 1980).
Guilty plea was involuntary where the district attorney
told pro-se defendant that he could withdraw his plea if
the
court gave greater punishment than the State
recommended.
UGGU.~X Y, State, 617 S.W.2d
259
(Tex.Cr.App. 1981)
Attorney's misinformation to a client that the client
was both eligible and a good candidate for probation,
and trial judge implicitly led him to believe that he
was both, when in fact he was not even eligible.
Ex
Parte
676 S.W.2d 132 (Tex.Cr.App. 1984)
Erroneous advice of an attorney and/or judge - Guilty
plea was involuntary where attorney told defendant he
could appeal adGerse ruling on written pre-trial motion
after pleading guilty and signing judicial confession.
No.
Ex Parte Stansbery, - S.W.2d - (Tex.Cr.App.
69,274, delivered July 11, 1984) (Motion for Rehearing
615 S.W.2d
776
pending),
and Moonev y, State,
(Tex.Cr.App.
1981).
In M E ~ Q u ~ ~ , supra, the judge also

I

-

assured him he could appeal.
The rule that a guilty pleqa must be
voluntary,
especially as it concerns consequences, is not without
limits, of course.

Ex Parte
5/22/85

m, No.

69375, Relief granted, Judge Miller,

BROKEN PLEA BARGAIN AGREEMENT, RE: GOOD TIME, AGGRAVATED ROBBERY
CASE-RELIEF GRANTED:
D plead guilty to aggravated robbery but
was promised during the plea bargain negotiations that the judge
would not make any affirmative finding of the use of a deadly
weapon in order to avoid the one third calendar flat time
requirement of Article 42.12 Section 15 (b) CCP. Based upon this
understanding, the n entered a plea of guilty to aggravated
robbery. The court first stated that the one third calendar time
requirement was not avoided since it applies when either a
conviction of aggravated robbery or an affirmative finding of a
use of a deadly weapon occurs.
However, the court also found
that under the said of this record the agreement between the
parties concerning the avoidance of serving one third calendar
time before eligibility for parole elevated this agreement to the
status of an element of the plea bargain.
/

The really troubling factor concerning the entire case is the
dissenting opinion written by Judge Teague, which essentially
states that the record does not demonstrate that the relief
granted was warranted by the record brought up on appeal.
Because of that opinion, it is quoted below so that we can,
assuming that one is necessary, perfect a better record in the
future:
"This is a post-conviction application for writ of
habeas corpus that was filed in the trial court by Perry
Gene Pruitt, applicant, that is before this Court
pursuant to Art. 11.07, V.A.C.C.P.
A majority of this Court holds:
'We find
that
applicant's plea was involuntary since the terms of the
plea bargain were impossible to fulfill.'
It then
orders that applicant is entitled to relief.
Because of the condition of the record that is before
us, and, furthermore, because the joint statement of the
attorneys who presently represent the applicant and the
State of Texas, upon which the majority relies, is not
based upon facts; instead, it is based upon conclusions
of
the parties,
there is need for a full-scale
evidentiary hearing to be conducted in the trial court.
The joint statement reflects, inter alia:
'Therefore,
although the State and Applicant entered into a written
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plea bargain agreement^ fihe conf concerning the
terms of the agreement make it unclear exactly to what
the parties were agreeing. [My Emphasis]. There was no
meeting of the minds. Thus, there was no plea bargain.'
This joint statement is totally unsupported by any facts
,in the record before us.
The affidavit of the attorney
who represented applicant states , inter alia: 'In the
confusion in the courtroom the day this case was tried,
my client pled guilty to aggravated robbery and received
25 years imprisonment in the Texas Department
of
Gorrections...In
my opinion, because of the confusion,
there was no true agreement between my client and the
State with regard to the terms of the plea offered...'
If there was 'confusion1 in the courtroom that day, pray
tell, what on earth was the 'confusion1?
An evidentiary hearing needs to be conducted in order
that we can know exactly what occurred on the day
applicant entered his plea of guilty.
The record before us clearly reflects that applicant was
convicted on a plea of guilty to the charge of
aggravated robbery, and that his occurred pursuant to
the written 'Plea Bargain,Rgreementlthat is in the
record before us, that was entered into by applicant,
his attorney, and the prosecuting attorney.
By the
terms of the agreemenf, applicant agreed to plead guilty
to the offense of aggravated robbery in exchange for the
State recommending punishment to be assessed at twentyfive (25) years' confinement in the Department of
Corrections.
In addition, it was agreed between the
parties that 'No finding of firearm exhibited' would be
made by the trial judge.
Thus, the record clearly
reflects that there was a plea bargain agreement and
that the agreement was in all things carried out.
Without a full-scale evidentiary hearing having been
conducted, the majority
holds that applicant's
conviction is void because of a broken plea bargain
agreement.
In light of the record before us, how can
this Court state that there was a wlea baraain
agreement? The trial judge himself, wko originally
presided over the case, has expressly found that because
of the 'confusion' that existed in the courtroom chat
day there was 'no plea bargain.' If '
in the courtroom that day, how could
valid plea bargain agreement? If the
in the courtroom that day, before de
grant applicant relief, shouldn't we
the 'confusion " was.
there is a right way and a WX,CI~Z~%@&?
issue that is before us.
T&e:&~ht
this cause to the trFa2 &ou:t-t.W
scale evidentiary heaeislg &&& be eon&ct

however, the majority takes the wrong way.
In light of the record that is before us, I cannot in
good conscience vote to grant applicant relief on the
bases that there was a broken plea bargain agreement. I
respectfully dissent to the manner in which the issue
that is before this Court is being disposed of by the
majority.

* * * * *

ELaYP W, No. 268-84, Opinion on D's PDR:

Reversed

FAILURE TO SUBMIT SELF-DEFENSE INSTRUCTION AS TO MULTIPLE
The T/C gave an instruction on
ASSAILANTS WAS REVERSIBLE ERROR:
the law of self-defense against an attack by the deceased, but
refused the requested instruction of self-defense against a joint
attack.
A charge which is confined only to the right of selfdefense against the deceased is to restrictive if there is
evidence that more than one person attacked the D, as was the
case here. Sanders, 632 S.W.2d 346.

JERRY BIRD, No. 61832, Aff'd, Judge Onion, 5/1/85
The D was convicted of capital murder and sentenced to death. D's
prior conviction was reversed because the Prosecutor in jury
BBr;dl, 527 S.W.2d
argument commented on D's failure to testify.
891.
The following points were stressed in this case by the
court.
CHANGE OF VENUE:
A properly filed and supported Motion for
Change of Venue must be granted as a matter of law unless, the
State files a controverting affidavit (Article 31.04 C.C.P.), the
D waives the necessity of a controverting affidavit (which
occurred in this case) or a hearing is held and evidence
presented on the issue. McManu, 591 S.W.2d 505.
COMPLAINANT NOT IMPROPERLY BOLSTERED: A police officer talked to
the Complainant and got a description of the men involved in he
murder and later showed her numerous photographs, following which
he immediately secured an Arrest Warrant from a Justice of the
Peace. The officer did not testify that the Complainant actually
identified the D from the photographic display.
The officer's
testimony was introduced before the Complainant's testimony.
In
answer to the D's objection that the officer bolstered the
Complainant's unimpeached testimony as to the
photographic
identification, the court stated:
"While a witness bho has identified her assailant at
trial may testify that she also identified while he
in custody of the police, others may not bolster
unimpeached testimony by corroborating the fact that
did identify him. ,-t
388 S.W.2d 950)

the
was
her
she

Bolstering occurs when one item is improperly used by a
party to add credence to some earlier unimpeached piece
of evidence offered by the same party."
( P k s s , 576
S.W.2d 83)
COURT PROPERLY ADMITTED THE REPRODUCTION OF
THE
TESTIMONY OF THE STATE'S WITNESS PRIOR TRIAL, VIA
ARTICLE 39.02 CCP:
Under Article 39.02 C.C.P.,
such
reproduction may be permitted when the witness is unable
to attend court because of age or bodily infirmity".

a5

The court cited

u,
548 S.W.2d

33, for the basic predicate:

"To be admissible it must be shown that the witness'
testimony at the former trial or hearing was given under
oath, that it was competent, that the accused was
present and had adequate opportunity to cross-examine
him through counsel, and that the accused was the D at
the former trial or hearing upon the same charge."
In this case the State sustained its burden of establishing an
exception to the constitutional right of confrontation. m,
513 S.W.2d 72.
PROSPECTIVE JUROR IN A CAPITAL MURDER CASE CAN BE DISQUALIFIED
The court also
UNDER EITHER SECTION 12.31 (B) OR WITIIERSPOON:
relied upon Wainwright
u
r
-U.S. -,
105 S.Ct.
844
(19851, in which the court stated in part that deference must be
paid to the trial judge who sees and hears the prospective juror.
CCA OVERRULED COMPLAINT THAT MOTION TO QUASH INDICTMENT SHOULD
HAVE BEEN SUSTAINED BASED UPON INSUFFICIENT REPRESENTATION ON
GRAND JURY OF MEXICAN-AMERICANS OR SPANISH SURNAMED INDIVIDUALS:
Court extensively discusses state and federal rules regarding
this contention, included CastaenQ YS Bartida, 430 U.S. 482, 97
S. Ct. 1271, 51 L.Ed.2d 498 (1977); Hernandez YS w, 347 U.S.
475, 74 S.Ct.
667, 98 L.Ed.2d 866 (1954); Ewinoza, 604 S.W.2d
908; &&LS
YS E i f f r
407 U.S. 493, 92 S.Ct. 2163, 33 L-Ed.2d 83

Ex Parte Lawrence abauitch,
Per Curiam, 5/1/85

No.

69248, Partial relief granted,

A

PLEA OF GUILTY NOT UNKNOWING OR INVOLUNTARY:
The D was
indicted for delivery of 400 gams or more of cocaine, alleged to
have occurred on 12/7/81.
By agreement, the D plead guilty but
there was no plea' bargain is to punishment. A pre-sentence
investigation was made and thereafter the court set punishment at
16 years TDC. At the plea of guilty hearing on 8/9/82, the court
admonished the D that the penalty range for the crime was from 10
to 99 years or life and the court could asses a $100,000 fine.
This was the correct admonishment as to punishment under the 1981

D
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Amendment to the Texas Controlled Substances Act,
15, V.A.C.S.

Article 4476-

Thereafter in Ex Parte C x h g , 661 S.W.2d 944(Tex. Cr.App. 19831,
the court held the 1981 Amendment unconstitutional. As a result,
&-the Dl's offense at the time of his plea was subject to the
penalty set by law before the void 1981 Amendment, i.e. a second
degree felony punishment to with: 2 to 20 years and a possible
fine not to exceed $10,000.
At the Habeas hearing the D offered no evidence about any
alternative or abandoned trial strategy but only offered the
Statement of Facts from the plea proceeding.
He also testified
that had he known the actually range of punishment was from 2 to
20 years he would not have plead guilty. Apparently he was aware
of
a contest as to the constitutionality of the statute
prescribing his offense.
To be on the careful side the T/C did
state that he set the punishment at 16 years to keep it within
the 2 to 20 year range.
There was no plea bargain and thus no
issue as to whether the D had the ability to evaluate a plea
bargain.
The CCA remanded the case to the T/C for assessment of
punishment to eliminate any influence which may have been exerted
based upon the different ranges of punishment.

Ex Parte Kenneth Davenport, #No. 69293, Relief denied, Judge Tom
G. Davis, 5/1/85
GUILTY PLEA VOLUNTARILY AND INTELLIGENTLY MAD%-NO PLEA BARGAIN
BROKEN IN CONJUNCTION WITH PROSECUTION IN NEW MEXICO:
D plead
guilty to sexual abuse of a child and was sentenced to nine years
TDC.
The sentence provided that the term was to run concurrent
with the pending New Mexico offense.
The D now argues that he
agreed to plead guilty in exchange for the State's recommendation
that the D TDC time was to run concurrently with the New nexico
sentence.
The T/C findings were contrary to the D: the court found no plea
bargain existed and that the D was not induced to enter a plea of
guilty by any representation as to what would happen to his New
Mexico case.
The D trial counsel testified that he contacted
probation authorities in New Mexico who advised him that they
would make no deals and would probably revoke the D probation and
the defense counsel advised the D accordingly.
The guilty plea hearing proceedings were before the CCA and they
show that the only recommendation as to punishment was made by
the adult probation department and it was for 10 years. Not only
did the T/C admonish the D that it was not bound by such
recommendation but the court in fact assessed punishment at nine
year TDC and further admonished that the D:
"Also with this understanding that this time you receive
in these Texas cases will run concurrent with the time
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you have in New Mexico as far as I am able to do so.
to what New nexico wants to do, I have no choice."

As

In the past the CCA has held that where the inducerpent for D to
enter a plea of guilty is a representation by the gtate which it
cannpt keep, doubt is raised as to whether a guilty plea under
EX Parte
such circumstances can be regarded as truly voluntary.
Burton, 623 S.W.2d 418; &ssr 576 S.W.2d 400; and when a D enters
into a plea bargain agreement that is not enforceable, the D is
entitled to withdraw the plea.
Ex Parte
No. 69150
(2/6/85).
In this case these rules do not apply.
The D's
counsel admonished the D that New Mexico authorities would make
no deal with regard to probation and no plea bargain was shown
and the T/C expressly advised the D that he had no control over
the New Mexico case.

hZ&.eL goutwell,

No.'s.
Judge Clinton, 4/24/85

711, 712, 713-83, Opinion of D's PDR,

D pled not guilty to sexual abuse of a child in
BACKGROUND:
cause 8711-83 and the jury ultimately set punishment at 20 years
TDC.
D was also convicted pursuant to a plea bargain of
indecentcy with a child and sexual abuse of a child and sentenced
to 7 and 20 years TDC respectively.

EVIDENCE OF T W E E EXTMNE~US OFFENSES TO "REBUTn DEFENSE OF ALIBI
WAS REVERSIBLE ERROR:
Several State's witnesses testified they
knew the D, where he lived, and that the offense occurred at the
time and date in question.
The D introduced testimony from two
witmesses to show he was out of town at the time in question,
i.e. alibi.
When notice was served that the State intended to
introduce evidence of three extraneous offenses involving other
children at different times and dates, the D objected on the
bases that alibi evidence in this case did not raise any issue as
to the D's own identity or the identity of the perpetrator of the
offense;
rather the alibi evidence raised the issue as to the
credibility of the State's witnesses.
The CCA, relying upon
Williams, 662 S.W.26 344, held that it was unable to conclude
that the record as a whole reflected a material issue as to the D
identity as the perpetrator was raised by his alibi evidences was
to justify admission of the contested evidence.
It is true that
in cases where the accused is a stranger to the State's
witnesses, his evidence that he was elsewhere at the time of the
offense will generally raise a material issue as to his identity
as the perpetrator.
To the extent that Cameron, 530 S.W.2d 841,
suggests the defensive alibi invariably and necessarily creates a
material issue as to "identity" so as to dispense as to further
analysis to the aamissibility of extraneous offense evidence,
that case is overruled.
Basically, since none of the events
described in the State's evidence occurred on the day of the
instant offense, none of it intended to show the D was not in
Killeen where his witnesses said he was.
Since the contested
evidence had no provative value upon a material issue on the

J
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case, the effect of its admission was to bombard the jury with
evidence that the D was a "child abuser in generaln. Hence the
judgment of conviction was reversed.
However the other two convictions were affirmed based upon
*pleas of guilty and plea bargain arrangements.

the

EX Parte W C ; L B E D W A M , No. 69284, ~ e l i e fgranted, Judge W. C.
Davis, 4/24/85

THE D WAS DENIED EFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL ON APPEAL:
Defense counsel represented the D when she received probation in
nine cases and when her probation was revoked in the same cases.
He advised the court he would represent the D on appeal and
obtained appeal bonds in all cases.
Thereafter the D escaped
from jail. When defense counsel was notified that the record had
been completed, defense counsel did not obtain the record or file
a brief. The State filed a waiver of the Statutory Time which to
file a reprieve brief and the case was subsequently affirmed in a
per curium opinion by a panel of the CCA.
At a writ hearing defense counsel stated that he learned the D
had escaped a few days after the escape had occurred and thought
that the escape terminated the appeal process.
He never filed
the record or a brief becausehe had not been retained, i.e. paid
to do so.
Defense counsel never offered to withdraw or notify
the court that he was not the D attorney on appeal.
All notices
pertaining to the appeal were sent to counsel.
The D, once
recaptured, introduced testimony that the defense attorney had in
fact been paid and that the D did want to pursue her appeal.
The CCA first noted that if a D escapes from custody after giving
notice of appeal, the jurisdiction of the appellate court shall
no long attach and upon an appropriate motion by the State's
attorney, the appellate court may dismiss the appeal but the
order of dismissal must be set aside if it is later shown that
the D voluntarily returned within 10 days.
In this case, the
appropriate statutory provisions do not apply because the State
never moved to dismiss the appeal and did not due so when the D
was an escapee.
Such prior escape does not bar the D
contentions. Since the D is now in custody, the appeal could not
now be dismissed. Austell, 638 S.W.2d 88.
The court ultimately held that the D was denied the effective
assistance of counsel on appeal by relying upon E4x.&LI 453 S.W.2d
486
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,
"...retained
counsel, even one that has not been fully
compensated for past services or compensated for further
service cannot wait until a critical stage of the
proceedings is reached and bow out without notice to the
court and the accused and frustrate for ever the
ZiLiUa
accused's right to protect his vital interest.
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a f t e r t h e 30 days provided i n the S e c t i o n ( a ) , l e a v e of c o u r t was
n o t requested o r obtained i n t h i s case.
6.
The MNT was n o t p r e s e n t e d i n 1 0 d a y s a s r e q u i r e d by A r t i c l e
&40.05 ( d l and t h e r e f o r e n o t h i n g was p r o p e r l y b e f o r e t h e A p p e l l a t e
Court t o r u l e upon.
7.
I n t h i s c a s e t h e D contended he was e n t i t l e d t o a new t r i a l
I t is w e l l e s t a b l i s h e d t h a t a n #NT
b e c a u s e of j u r y misconduct.
a l l e g i n g j u r y misconduct ~ u s st u p p o r t e d by t h e a f f i d a v i t of a
j u r o r o r some o t h e r p e r s o n who was i n a p o s i t i o n t o know t h e
f a c t s , o r must s t a t e some r e a s o n o r excuse f o r f a i l i n g t o produce
the affidavits.
8.
-An i s s u e of j u r y misconduct c a n n o t b e r a i s e d by an PINT
w i t h o u t a s p e c i f i c a f f i d a v i t s t a t i n g facts, n o t mere s u s p i c i o n s .
Thus, an NBT a l l e g i n g j u r y misconduct i n o r d e r t o b e s u f f i c i e n t
a s a p l e a d i n g m u s t b e s u p p o r t e d by a p r o p e r a f f i l t a v i t .
9.
A j u r o r s a f f i d a v i t a t t a c h e d t o a n MNT on grounds of j u r y
n ~ i s c o n d u c t does n o t prove i t s e l f and i s o n l y p a r t of t h e
p l e a d i n g s , and a b s e n t any e v i d e n c e o f f e r e d i n s u p p o r t of t h e
motion, t h e motion was p r o p e r l y o v e r r u l e d .

10.
I n t h i s c a s e w h i l e t h e motions were t i m e l y f i l e d , n e i t h e r
motjon c o n s t i t u t e d p r o p e r p l e a d i n g s as no a f f i d a v i t was a t t a c h e d
t o e i t h e r and t h e motion f i l e d by t h e a t t o r n e y was n o t even
v e r i f i e d . Thus even i f t h e motions had been p r e s e n t e d t o t h e T/C
there
w i t h i n 1 0 d a y s a s r e q u i r e d by A r t i c l e 44.05 ( a ) C.C.P.,
would have been no e r r o r i n o v e r r u l i n g them,
11.
The a f f i d a v i t a t t a c h e d was vayue, i n d e f i n i t e , and d i d n o t
r e f l e c t p r o b a b l e c a u s e f o r conduetxng a b e a r i n g on t h e MNT, i f
t h e nlotion and a f f i d a v i t had been p r o p e r l y b e f o r e t h e c o u r t . The
a c t i o n of t h e C / R i n a b a t i n g t h e appeal f o r a b e l a t e d h e a r i n g on
a f i s h i n g e x p e d i t i o n which t h e
t h e MNT was t o a u t h o r i z e
r e c p i r e n ~ e n tof p r o p e r p l e a d i n g s i s d e s i g n e d t o p r e v e n t . Thus t h e
judgment of t h e C/A was r e v e r s e d and t h e c a u s e remanded t o t h a t
c o u r t f o r c o n s i d e r a t i o n of t h e D ' s Grounds of E r r o r i n l i g h t of
t h i s opinion.
The c o u r t a l s o n o t e d t h a t n o t o n l y was t h e
a f f i d a v i t i n q u e s t i o n i n s u f f i c i e n t under t h e &mr637 S.W.2d
670 S.ld.2d 262, which
475, i t was a l s o i n s u f f i c i e n t under Sn&&,
overruled m e .

\,

m,

1054-84,
Opinion of S t a t e ' s PDR:
Remanded f o r
punishment h e a r i n g , Judge Onion, 7/24/85
,
ALTHOUGH STATUTE PRESCRIBING MANUFACTURE OF AT LE&ST 400 GRAMS OF
METEA&TPIiETANINE UPJCONSTITUTIONF.Lr REVERSE AND REMAND ONLY AS TO
PUNISRPIENT:
C/A r e v e r s e d t h e e n t j r e c o n v i c t i o n and remanded f o r
661 S.W.2d 944; s e e a l s o
a new t r i a l based upon Ex P a r t e CL&&~
Ex P a r t e m, 661 S.W.2d 956. S t a t e c o n t e r d e d t h a t c a s e s h o u l d
law"
b e renanded f o r a new p u n i s l m e n t h e a r i n g o n l y , a s t h e
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remained in effect, although the new law had been declared
unconstitutional. The old law provided for a punishment range of
5 - 99 years or life where as the new law provided for a
The court set
punishment range of 15 - 99 years or life.
sentence in this case at 16 years TDC.
The CCA held that the D was properly convicted of the first
degree felony offense of manufacturing methamphetamine under a
valid indictment.
The unconstitutionality of H.B.
730 effects
only the punishment range of the offense.
If the error relates
to the punishment only, and the T/C assessed the punishment, the
proper remedy is to remand the case for a new punishment hearing
Ex Parte
by the court and not for a new trial on the merits.
Carwio, 684 S.W.2d 708.

£U!W2kE PIERCE, No. 68822, Reversed, Judge WcCormick, 7/24/85

The D was convicted of capital murder and sentenced
to death. Court found reversible error in Voir Dire examination.
D claimed TIC erred in denying his challenges for cause to
prospective jurors Gorka and Londrigin. The D used peremptory
strikes on both these prospective jurors and thereafter exhausted
all of his peremptory challenges, using the last one to strike
Ward.
At the conclusion of the Voir Dire of the next Venire
Berson, Russey, the State nbved to accept the juror. The D asked
the court if he could be granted to additional peremptory
strikes, which was denied.
The D attempted to challenge Bussey
for cause which was also denied and Hussey was seated on the
jury.
The next prospective juror, Harvey, was accepted by the
State.
The D again requested and obtained two additional
peremptory strikes and moved to use one of them retroactively on
Hussey, which was denied.
The D used one on Harvey. Five more
prospective jurors were examined and the D used his last
peremptory challenge on one of the five.
At the conclusion of
the Voir Dire exam of the last of the five, Dickerson, the D
asked for an additional peremptory challenge.
The court denied
the request and Dickerson was placed on the jury.
The record
shows that had the D been given an additional strike, the D would
have used it on Dickerson.
BACKGROUND:

The D argues that he has preserved this error for review in that
(1) he was forced to exercise two peremptory ahallengee to eree&t&
perspective
jurors Gorka and Londrigin after - the
~p&g&.
erroneously overr~ledhis challenges for Cause; (2)
i
exhausted his peremptory challenges; (35 he wag,1%i2&dQ
to obiectionable iurors, Hussev and Dickerson. 2kS':D: &kg.
QCF&,&,
591 ~.~:2d A6.h.

-

The court first noted that in flog% sit&g&
additional peremptory strikes as y&@ d@,&E i&9
caused by an erroneous denial af a,r?'
pavton
Texas, 572 S.W,.ZS 67'7,,,,ri&&:,
may be corrected by giving tb@
j-@@&@,

*

compensate for the one used against the Viniremen who was subject
to the challenge for cause.
In most cases this corrective
measure restores the D to the position he would have been in had
This procedure has been
his challenge for cause been sustained.
682 S.W.2d
expressly approved in a number of cases. , - W
538. ' The instant case, however, presents and unusual situation
in that the grant.ing of the additjonal peremptory strikes had no
curative effect as to juror Hussey.
Thus the court found that
the D had preserved the issue of the denial of his challenge of
cause for review.
Moving to the merits of the argument the court found that both
jurors initially stated in response to defense couneells
questioning that they could not consider probation as a possible
punishment in the event a verdict. of guilty for the lesser
included offense of murder was returned.
The juror C-orka later
amended the answer.
However, Londrigin could not consider the
full range of punishment, i.e. probation. In Londrigin's case,
there was no attempt on the part of either the State or the T/C
to rehabilitate Londrigin. Thus the record is clear that. the T/C
improperly denied the D's challenge for cause to Londrigin.
Hence, reversible error.
The State argued that since the jurors were not specifically
asked as to whether they could consider probation if the
punishment was 10 years or less and the D had never before been
convicted of a felony, Article 42.12 Section 3 (a) C.C.P.,
the
requirement for excusal under A~ticle35.16 (c) (21, was never met
because it was never established that the jurors had a bias
against. any of the law upon which the defense was entitled to
rely.
The court's reading of the case is cited indicate that
such specific questioning is not required.
YQQ
569 S.W.2d
883; H Q Q L ~ , 542 S.W.2d 664.
Further, the broad questioning
regarding probation by defense counsel. il~plicitlyencompassed the
statutory sentence limitations set out in Article 42.12 Section 3
(a).
Finally, had the State been concerned about
this
deficiency in questioning, they had ample opportunity to address
this specific question to both Gorka and Londrigin.
As it was,
the State made no attempt to question either juror about
probation.

u,

* * * * *
WAXLYE EAS2, NO. 69057, Aff'd, Judge McCormick, 7/24/85

BACKGROUND:
The D was convicted of capital murder and sentenced
to death. This surnmary is limited to only two points:

1.

"We recognize that the 'automatic' standard of
L U W L S , 391 U.S. 510, 88 S.Ct. 1770, 20
L.Rd.2d
776 (19681, has been modified by the United
&
m m,
States Supreme Court's decision in 469 U.E.
-, 105 S-Ct. 844, 83 L.Ed.2d 841 (1985).
However,
we do not find the application of
necessary to the disposition of this case.

! % & ~ L S ~ Q Q XS
Q
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2.
I n answer t o t h e D ' s challenges a s t o a number
perspective jurors, t h e court s t a t e d :

of

'Thus t h e Appellant never exhausted h i s peremptorq
challenges nor was he forced t o except any j u r o r who was
unacceptable t o him.
No r e v e r s i b l e e r r o r i s shown.n
H-,
629 S.W.2d 701.

EU& BU&,

NO. 69076, Reversed, Judge a C o r m i c k , 7/24/85

THE D DfD NOT E;W%TIEJGLY A@l INTEMTZOMAZ&Y KAZVE EL8 BIGET TO &IS
PEEEWCE OF CUUNSELo A f t e r h i s arrest t h e D r e p e a t e d l y asked f o r
a n a t t o r n e y b u t none was e v e r provided,
Durinq one p ~ t i c u l a r
t r i p with p o l i c e an 0 6 f i c e r t o l @ t h e D about a case he had worked
on whioh Baa been w r i t t e n up i n True Detective nlagaeine and
althouga t h e o f f i c e r hqd Bade t h e arrest some otToa o f f i c e r ha&
Shortly thereafter t h e D told t h i s
been given c z e d i t £or it.
o f f i c e r t.hat he w a s going to make a hero o u t of hlm an& t b n
prooeaded i n t o t e l l t h e o f f i c e r where t h e murder weapon was t o
be £&und and SlBbeequently t h e weapon was i n f a c t found an6
.
introdaced i n t o evi&ence over ~ b j e ~ t i o n After
reviewing a l l the
f a c t $ , t h e c o u r t Zouac3 t h a t t h e Skate f a i l e d t o o a r r y t h e heavy
burden o f proving t h a t t h e D knowingly and i n t e l l i g e n t l y waived
Thus t h e court held t h a t
h i s r i g h t t o t h e presence of counsel.
t h e use of t h e D ' s o r a l statements at t r a f l and t h e i n t r a d u c t i o n
of t h e s h o t gun i n t o evidence v i o l a t e d the D 1 s r i g h t s undm t h e
a
f o u r t e e n t h amendments t o
the
United
States@
fifth
~9 Sk&sl
659 2
445:
YL&
Constitution.
&biQ&&451 U.B.
477, 1 0 1 S v C t . 1880, 68 L.Ed.2d 378 (1981);
BL€WS U
i Wjlliams., 430 U . S .
387, 97 8.Ct. 1232, 51 L.Ed.2d 424
(1977) t a C h r i s t i a n B u r i a l Speechal

-

.

During the g u i l t
innocence phase of t h e t r i a l t h e D t e s t $ f i e @
t h a t he and one king went t o canadian i n o r d e r t o burg1arlz.q a
pharmacy.
mile t h e D waited i n t h e c a r , king broke i h t & tl@
pharmacy and while s t e a l i n g drugs, t h e v l o t i m drove up
kk3rng
As kin^ r a n & a h the
shot. him and then ran o u t od t h e s t o r e .

~.

The ~ a ~ t r d n
ofe ~

u~af%m

provides that;

:&ag*~.p,&
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admission of evidence over objection is rendered harmless by the
admission into evidence of the same facts without objection at
another point during the course of the trial. m,572 S.W.2d
A corollary to this rule, however, is that the harmful
507.
effect of improperly admitted evidence is hot cured by the
introauction of rebuttal evidence designed to meet, destroy, or
explain the improper evidence. W@&
599 S.W.2d
597.
In
-,
the CCA altered the Texas rule on Curative Admissibility
in light of Earrison
I L L , 392 U.S. 219, 88 S.Ct.
2008, 20
L.Ed.26 1047 (1963).
"Under m, the question is not whether the
petitioner wade a knowing decision to testify, but why.
If he did so in order to overcome the impact of the
confessions illegally obtained and hence improperly
introduced, the
testimony tainted by
the
same
illegality that rendered the confessions themselves
inadmissible.
We find that Harrison does in fact add a corollary to
the Doctrine of Curative Admissibility,
i.e.!
the
harmful effect of improperly admitted evidence whxch is
obtained by illegal police practices is not cured when a
D
gives testimony under direct examination which
establishes the same or similar facts unless the State
can show that its illegal action in obtaining and
introducing the
evidence did not
impel the D
testimony.. .I1.
In this case there was no showing by the State that the improper
The
admission of this evidence did not impel the D ' 5 testimony.
State has not even attempted to make such an argument in their
appeal brief.
Because there is no such showing, the court held
that the D did not waive his objection.
Sherlock, 632 S.W.2d
604; Penaxidea, 600 S.W.2d 809; Howard, 599 S.W.2d 597.
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For Senator Craig Washinkton. being
chosen as the Outst&ding ~ & n a Dl;
fense Attorney for 1985 was an overwhelming experience. He was notified
only shortly before the luncheon during
the Criminal Law Institute held in Dallas
and hurriedly hopped a flight and flew to
accept the award. On the way, he made
copious notes of "appropriate remarks to
he delivered as an acceptance speech:'
but when the thne acluallv came. he was
so honored to be selected iyhis ieers for
the award that he discarded his speech
and simply told a pa&d room attending
the luncheon that he could not find the
words to express his appreciation.
Senator Washington's selection followed that of the Honorable Bob Jones in
1984 who was at that time a prominent
criminal defense attorney and who is now
newly elected judge of the 167thDist;ict
Court in Auitin.
It was hoped that thq Senator wouId
agree to a 30-minute interview for our
magazine. Instead, he sat still for over.
four hours a ~ talked
d
candidly and openly
about his own beginnings, what he sees as
his role in the Senate and his feelings
about recent legislation, his observations
concerning selection of judges, and his
comments cdncernbig little-known matters imlved in the celebrated Eroy
Brown trial, Prior to thir interview, I had
heard of Senator Washington but, had
never met him. f now realize why he is so
popular as well as politically poprerful.
For stuters, he really gives a damn about
his fellow human beings and about the

criminaliustice svstem.
~ u r i n g1969 br W70 police offices in
Houston became involved in an automo.
bile chase with two you% men who ultimately jupped from the oar and fled.
One was arrested. Washington said that
according to p o h accounts, the second
young man injured himself jumping over
a fence. The police claimed that he had
struck himself in the abdomen as he was
climbina over a chain link fence. which
was not-consistent with the wouni,or the
autopsy report. The surviving young man
told Washington that "they were ma& to
stand spread eagle against the wall with
their clothes off. And the officer kicked
him in the stomach until he ruptured his
spleen and his liver and killed him." The
incident apparently occurred in Galena
Park, where the crag Wa&jqton f d y
lived.
After the incident, Washington's father
called him and asked if he had seen, the
report of the incident in the newspape
He had not. Craig Washingtonthen inter
viewed the young man in the hospital.and
then began to retraoe tha steps taken by
the participants and to interview rnanx
r

tion that they
JW,si, w l ~ @ & & + @ ~
pBople, ~ d @ l b @ f k %
tqgethe~

it didn't haonen that wav."
Senator Washington insists that he was
not acting as counsel for the surviving
young man or the famihes of any of the
parties but was simply frying to help as a
Citizen. Why get involvedl "Because the
truth should come out . . . And because
nobody else would (help>."
Did Washington fear a whitewash?
"Yeah. That had happened before. To me
when the Police offimrs' version was
prjnted in the newspaper and the District
Attorney announced that he was going t o
present the case to a Grand Jury Monday
and no ofie had talked to the kid wbo
bad lived and no one had talked to tbe
two girls that were riding with them in
the
and no one had &d fathe pea.
ple who lived in t
b house w b say
~ tbe
kid jump the fence . a d l u n e w - ~ ~Jw
at
didn't hump up ag$& the f$@$>,&&$
autopsy report WS% -j~S~tlsis&ktttatf*

U

Was Senator Washington the least bit
b b r at the systMn or the result of the
New Braunfels trial? Not a bit. He insists
his involvement was really acting as a pbetween "between tho people in the community who tell a good sense ot outrage'
to let them know that you have to channel your outrage through constructive
channels. It doesn't do any good to go
stand in the comrnwty and raise hell
about what you think went wrong. You
have to use the system. So the way to use
the system is present evidence and wifnesses. And that's what I took. Affidavits,
a stackof affidavits, probably three inches
high. Medical reports from the kid who
was in the hospital. A statement from
h:m
'>
L
U
.
,
.

During the highly publicized events
surrounding this incident, Washington
found himselfon various newscasts, to the
dismay of hisemployer, alocal law school,
where he worked as Assistant Dean and
Assistant Professor of Law. It was made
clear to him that the school believed he
was practicing law and he was either to
disengage from that practice and from
this particular case or to disengage himself from the law school.
While the choice was not particularly
comfortable - Washington and his wife
had a one-year-old child at the time and
frankly did not know where the next
month's rent was coming from or how to
pay the oar note - for Washingtonit was
the only possible ehoice with dignity.
Washington refused "to be compromised."
Exit Craig Washington the aspkring law
professor; enter Craig Washington, an unwmpromising, dedicated and fiercely
competitive criminal defense attoniey
who takes histvork very seriously.
Initially Washington was associated
with Ned Wade in Houston for five years
before he went out on his own. HB handied mostly criminal and some juvenile
work. He now practices strictly criminal
law in his own law fm.
But why become involved in politics at
all? "I gum I came up against laws that I
felt were unfair. I believe in the Constitution and I believe that what Judge Justice
was wying (at the C-al
Law Institute
luncheon) is correct. The fact that the
true conservatives are those who inte~pret
the Constitution without trying to change
it to fit the moment's circumstances. The

12

Constitution is a a b l e living thing. It
doesn't speak just of the period in which
it was conceived and written but it has
fiber, substance, and it has meaning. That
meaning transcends whether we live in a
time where we ride in oxddrawn carts or
in super jets. I am a conservative in that
sense in that I believe that what the court
laid down in the exclusionary rule in
Mapp v. Ohio and all those cases is still
the law and I don? think we should bend
or refabricate those basic tenets because
we live in times where it may beexpedient
to do so because we need to catchpeople
who commit crime."
Senator Washington then Voiced an interesting theory about how willing people
are to pive up their liberties. "I think
crirne i s h e ,&test threat to liberties as
we know them because people are willing
to give up their liberties because they
don't think it's their liberty. They think
it's some criminal's liberty. But you can't
very well make a distinction between the
two.Wben Ipasdebating, when I was fiibusteting the wiretap bill I came up with
an idea. I said if people are really not
affaid of having their telephones tapped,
why don't wejust let the PUC promulgate
a rule that jn every month that the phone
bills go out next month there would be
a consent form that says I give Southwestern Bell consent to tap my phone
any time they want to. How many people
do you think would sign that even though
they h o w they're not committing a
crime? They don't understand it until it
affects them in the first person singular."
The first time Washington Ian for office in 1973, he had four opponents. His
distri~thad just been created as a single
member district in furtherance of the one
manlone vote concept. The second time
he ran he had one o p p o m t but ran unopposed for his next three terms in the
House. He ran unopposed in 1982 for his
present senate seat. While a state representative for 10 years, Washingtonserved
on three or four committees in the house,
dnd during his last term was appointed by
the speakex as the speaker pro tern of the
house. Fmally, Representative Washington decided that he had "played all the
positions on the field so you either move
on to another sport or do somethingelse."
He chose the senate and is thriving in hi%
new role.
What does Senator Wa&ton
view as
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his role in the Texas Legislature? "Primarily I've attempted to focus my attention
on hws affecting persons with disabilities.
The people who have either no lobby or
the least effective lobby, the rights of cMdren who need aid to families with dependent children, assistance, rights of the
handicapped, people with mental disabilities and physical disabilities. Most of my
invalveaent in the criIhinal law has been
from the defensive posture, if you will.
Trying to keep other people from passing
bitd laws that dismantle various aspects of
the criminal justice system." He is definitely not ashamed of being labeled as a
criminal defense lawyer.
What of the new legislabon recently
nassed bv the State Leeislature? Initiallv.
there a e the new jury instructions pertaining to the application of parole laws during the punishment phase of the trial.
Washington's opinion: "It makes absolutely no sense. It's a political solution to
a real problem." Apparently the new law
explains the law of parole and then advises the jury not to apply it in the par.
ticubr case under consideration. So what
is the point? "Because the whole concept
in my view is one of placathg the public
and not of really affecting the criminal
justice process. But the danger that I see
is that after the charge is read defrnmg
and explaining the parole law - first of
all we are totally incapable of applying it
to a p a ~ c u l a rfact situation. So you give
the jury all this garbage which i s going to
make them apply it even though they are
told not to apply it. Now whether they
apply it for longer sentences or shorter
sentences I don't know. It depends on
how well the lawyer makes the presentation."
The Senator insists that the legislature
inserted the "little kicker on the end that
says you're not to apply it in this case to
prevent you from being able to call those
kinds of witnesses," i.e., pbople such as
Bill Habem who know the prison system
and parole system inside and out.
Washington emphasized that the law
"opened a door to Pandoxa's box" and
constituted only a "political solution to
a red life problem Now they can say fue
passed this law and it does a loT of good.
It doesn't do beans. It doesn't do one
thing. It says in some cases you have to
serve a third of the sentence; it says in
some cases you don't have to serve a third

-

of the sentence; it says in some cases you
w t good time ,credit and in some cases
you don't. Sometimes the application of
good time credit will be used to reduce
the sentence, sometimes it won't. We can't
tell you whether it will be in this case so
therefore you can't apply it. So what the
bell good does it do to give all that information?"
According to Steve Capelle, assistant
director of the Texas District and County
Attorneys Association, who spoke at the
Advanced Criminal Law Course held in
Fort Worth on August 5, this new piece
of legislation passed because it was a
"sexy issue." Steve defined a "sexy issue"
as "anything that can be explained t o a
filling station attendant in 30 seconds or
less."
Senator Craig Washington has also been
known to filibuster a bill or two. Rider
Scott, a prominent assistant district attorney in the Dallas County District Attorney's Office, had substantial input in representing that office during the last legislative session. He holds considerable
respect for Washington's position in the
Senate and was therefore careful t o observe the Senator's positions on important
issues. But i t did not take much advance
work or undercover snooping. As Washington explained, he telegraphed his intentions when he planned to filibuster a
bill. He did so in great part as a "courtesy" t o his fellow senators. His associates
knew that he could talk for 12 hours and
he continued to tell them that he was
"going to try to break the record which is
44 hours." The method is remarkably effective "in the last two or three weeks of
the session." When Senator Washington
fills up his desk with books and Supreme
Court Cases and other matters to read, his
associates know the filibuster is about to
begin and many times back off their insistence about pressinga bill for afloor vote.
Actually in many cases Washington would
send a list of all the bills he planned to filibuster in advan'ce.
- ,which in turn tended
to rearrange the calendar of many fellow
senators. There was a bill in the last legislature which would require the consent of
the prosecutor before the defendant would
have the right to have the county judge
hear the merits of a misdemeanor case
without a jury. Washington helped to kill
the bill "by threatening to filibuster it."
He also was convinced that the bill was a

result of a vendetta of the San Antonio
District Attomey who was displeased, to
say the least, about one of the local San
Antonio county judges whom the prosecutor believed was not severe enough on
DWI cases. As a consequence this particular bill stayed in the Criminal Justice
Committee tmtil the very last days of the
session but when Washington indicated he
was going to filibuster the bill, i t was not
pushed and eventually died.
But Senator Washington does not
favor relying on such threats of a filibuster, particularly in the future, because he
is the first to realize that "once my body
gives out they got the votes to run over
me." It's more a question of having supportive and competent legal minds to assist in the legislative process. He referred
t o prominent attorneys such as Dain
Whitworth, Richard Thornton and Tim
Evans who would appear in Austin and
testify before the appropriate committee.
Washington, however, emphasizes that he
needs t h e p p u t of criminal defense attorneys, particularly those involved with the
TCDLA. The committee needs to hear
from attorneys from the same districts as
are the senators on the committees. Washington believes that, for example, Dain
Whitworth ought to be more like a "traffic cop" and organize which lawyers
are going to come to testify at various
hearings.
Senator Washington voiced his willingness to develop a strategy in tune with
the efforts of Dain Whitworth and others
in order to present effectively the defense
bar's position in the legislature, and particularly in the Senate. Washington is not
concerned about being either alone or in
the voting minority. He is concerned that
he might overlook something critical and
wants to be apprised of all the possibilities concerning new legislation. In his
mind, active TCDLA participation in the
form of testifying before committees or
aiding in formulating amendments to bills
or visiting senators while the ledslation is
,pendmg would be very effective and is
essential. "I'd be willing to participate in
seminars on what I consider to be the
most effective approach to lobbying to
provide mformation on a weekly basis
when the legislature is in session and what
bills are going to be coming up and then
send copies of the bills around so that we
can have people prepared to deal with

-
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them." Himself a member of TCDLA,
Washington would be more than willing
to attend a Board of Directors meeting
and further promote the idea of legislative participation and education. "We
need to work on the House of Representatives as well as on the Senate."
Senator Washington has equally strong
feelings concerning the selection ofjudges.
He maintains that while judges should
"get elected the same way I do, I don't
distrust tlie people that elect me." The
Senator is well aware of the difficulty in
running as a judicial candidate and realizes that a number of Democrats have
switched to the Republican Party in recent times. He replies: "I don't think winning is the ultimate goal of the participation in the election process. That may
sound a little bit philosophical. But I recognize that there exists a problem because
of the length of the ballots, the number
of candidates, and people are not tmly
choosing. Especially in judicial races because there are so many judges in the
populous counties. In the rural areas, it's
not a problem. The district judge is the
district judge and they have some basis
upon which they can make a credible
judgment as to whether that person is a
good judge or not.
"The problem in the urban areas is the
length of the ballot and the number of
people who are standing for office. I am
not willing to surrender to an appointment
process merely because we have a temporary problem. It's the same as with the
Fourth Amendment (and the &her
things) that I would use as an analogy.
'We do have problems with crime but
I'm not willing to surrender all of those
constitutional safeguards in order to get
at the criminal. I am certainly not likening
judges who run for office to criminals,
but I do think i t is a transitory and temporary solution to a long-run problem. I
was in favor of prohibiting a straight ballot ticket in. judicial races which would
require each voter t o pick the names of
the candidates. In the November election
the voter could not pull the big lever for
the Democrat or Republican and clect a
whole slate of judges. The voter would
have to choose. The judges under thls system would not be available to the straight
lever pull. I thought that that was a significant enough change and comprehensive
enough to get at the real problem which
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was the fact that by and large the people
well educated on who the candidates for judicial office are.
"Of course, that's not true in the primaries. In a primary the problem is name
identification, place on the ballot, luck of
the draw and things of that sort. I don't
know if we can ever overcome that problem except by requiring stricter qualifications."
Senator Washington continued to emphasize that he trusted the system of
electing judges and believes that the voters are smarter than a lot of politicians
or, for that matter, lawyers. The voters
should have the right to choose. Attorneys ought not to be able to get together,
select one of their own as the judge, and
place him in office. Plus, Washington is
not sure he would want a lawyer that lawyers choose. It is obvious from recent
elections that a number of entrenched
incumbent judges have lost and that we
see new faces on the bench. This is true in
Hams County and in Dallas County. For
example, Judges Frances Maloney and
Gary Stephens m Dallas County are new
faces on the bench. Those who may tend
to be critical at first blush have yet to be
in their respective courts. As many attorneys have remarked, "You're going to find
Judges Maloney and Stephens remarkably
open minded, fair, and willing to take the
time to double check the law and give the
parties a fair trial.'"
When Criminal District Judge Ron
Chapman of Dallas was read Senator
Washington's remarks on judicial seIection, he said that he was delighted to
learn of his strong support for the elimination of the straight lever voting in judicial races. Judge Chapman, who traveled
to Austin seven times during the session
to lobby for changes in the method of
judicial selection, observed that "We
could certainly use more legislators like
Craig Washmgton who want to retain judicial elections but remove the dangers of
the straight party ballot causing competent and experienced judges to be *
defeated."
Judge Maloney has repeatedly insisted
that under the old system for years the
Governor appointed the judge who ran
unopposed for a number of terms and
was never really challenged. "The presumption was once there, always there.
Now the candidates are younger persons,

& not
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active practitioners. Politics in the judiciary is not a particularly good thing; but
it is a good thing that judges be responsible to the people who put them in office.
A portion of that responsibility is to go
back to the electorate and find out what
the people think about the judiciary."
When asked how she would feel if after
several terms she was challenged and perhaps stood to lose her pension, she candidly said, "It ain't my birthright."
Washington also agreed with the observation that he was not hearing any major
complaint that any particular newly
elected judge was "rotten;" most of the
concern amongst the judiciary is "primarily one of survival."
Washington was deeply immersed for a
lengthy period of time in representing
Eroy Brown who was charged with murdering two TDC prison employees. The
first capital murder trial ended in a hung
1 -1 for acquittal. Washington's
n
reaction? Had her (the lone holdout)
"reason bpen sufficient for voting guilty
it would have been all nght." He then related that the holdoutjuror had expressed
in a "magazine art~clethat they wrote
about it that the night before the trial
ended she had a dream that she voted not
guilty and they found him not guilty and
then Eroy stood up in the courtroom and
laughed and said 'Ha ha, fooled all of
you!' "
Eroy Brown was tried three times. The
first trial which ended in a hung jury and
a second trial whch culminated in an acquittal took place in Galveston. The third
trial took place in Edinburgh and ended
in an acquittal on May 1,1984, Law Day.
The jury deliberated about three days
during the first trial, three hours during
the second trial, and somethmg like 15
minutes of real deliberation during the
thnd trial.
While quite proud of the results attained in the Brown trials, Washington is
the f i ~ sto
t mention that he had co&iderable help from his co-counsel, Bdl Habern,
Ken Schafer and Tim Sloan. And Washington made no bones about the fact that
it probably helped to be a state representative at the time of the trial.
Washington also realized that he was in
the peculiar position of facing a jury who
knew Eroy Brown had been convicted before; obviously he was in prxson for something. So what was Washington's approach
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during voir dire? "I thought the best
thing to do was lay all the cards out on
the table. There's only one question we
really needed to ask: 'Can you give this
guy a fair trial?' And if tbey say 'Yes,'
and you can believe them when they answer that question, you don't need to ask
them any other questions. I talked about
the legal pmciples and then asked each
of the jurors that despite the fact that
Eroy Brown is black, despite the fact that
he's a convict, despite the fact that he's
been to the penitentiary three times or
however many times, despite the fact that
the guy that he killed, and he did kilI him,
was a prison employee, there's nothing in
the law that says a convict does not have
the right to self defense. Self defense
doesn't say out on the street corner or at
Joe's Tavern. It says anywhere. If I can
make you believe that he was acting in
self defense will you not deprive hnn of
his right of self defense just because he's a
convict and just because he's black and
just because of all these other things? The
law says that you have to view the evidence from his standpoint alone and if I
can make you feel what it's like to go
into the penitentiary and have all your
hair shaven off and have Lysol sprayed
up your butt and be given a number and
no name and 'yes sir boss, yes sir master
and boss soand so'allyonr life every day.
If I can make you feel what it was like to
be Eroy Brown that day and if I can convince you that he was protecting his own
life, will you find him not guilty? And
they said they would."
During the trial Washington did his
best to demonstrate to the jury how a
prison operates much like a plantation,
and he had to do so from persons other
than Eroy Brown himself. Washington expected the witnesses to be coached and
during trial heard them carefully refer to
his client as "Inmate Brown." On cross
examination Washington asked, "What
about terms like 'old thing, and nigger,
and dog, and boy,' " and the witness
would respond that "we never use those
kind of terms anymore." On further cross
the witness would begin to slip up and
say, "Boy did so and so," and then Washington would remind them that he
thought they had said previously that
they didn't use those terms. "Every time
you speak to them, you say, 'Inmate
Brown, please bring me a drink of water,

ould you please, sir.' So I just made it
h u r d and ridiculous. The people knew
that they don't talk to them &e that."
In effect, Washington thought that the
prosecution witnesses went overboard in
trying to protect themselves against the
point being made and that if they had
just adnutted the point, it would not have
had nearly the nnpact it did have.
Washington described how he had had
access to one tape during the trial and
that after the State had rested its case and
during the middle of the defense presentation, one of the witnesses, probably a
Ranger, blurted out something about another tape and at this juncture the trial
was stopped. Washington stated that he
was totally surprised because the prosecutor had told him at a pretrial hearing that
there was only one tape and Washington
knew nothing of a second tape. He relates
how the prosecutor was asked why he
hadn't revealed to the defense the exis
tence of the second tape which actually
was the first interview of the State's crucial witnesses, the inmates who claimed
to have viewed all of the events. Washmgton stated that the prosecutor replied
that he had listened to the tape and that
there was nothing exculpatory on it. Apparently the tape was still sealed. The
prosecutor objected to Washingtonlistening to it so Washington opted to have the
judge listen to it and he d ~ so
d and thereafter immediately tendered the tape to
Washington.Washington was both shocked
and livid. After listening to this tape, he
discovered that the inmates who claimed
to have viewed the events really hadn't
seen anything and that they had said so
on the tape.
Immediately after the first trial ended
in a hung jury, Washington said that he
requested a transcript of the testimony in
preparation for the second trial whch he
knew would be coming soon. On the
mornmg that the second trial was to commence, Washington s t d l had not received
the transcripts in question. A visiting
judge from Houston presided at the second trial. On the morning of the second
tnal Washington was handed a stack of
testimony from the first trial. At that
pomt he moved for a continuance and announcednot ready because he was entitled
to an opportunity to read the transcript,
analyze it, and prepare himself before he

went to trial. He was advised by the court
that he was going to try the case that day.
Washington responded that if they were
going to try the case that day, they were
going to try it without Washington.
"I'm not proud of what happened in
one respect. I'm sad that it happened. But
it had to happen. We got to court that
morning for the second trial and they had
a new special prosecutor and a new DA
and they attempted to hand the transcript
of the state's witnesses' testimony to me
the moming of trial. And I told the judge
I was not ready for trial and I explained
why. My client was charged w ~ t ha crime
for which he would receive the death penalty if convicted and I didn't take it lightly. He said, 'Well, you can read them at
night while you're doing voir dire.' I said,
'No sir, I can't announce ready for trial
without them.' So he had the jury panel
come in anyway and he seated them in
the courtroom. Went through the usual
introductions. 'This is a capital case, so
and so, etc!WeVll take individual voir dire.
Defendant Eroy Brown is charged with
the offense of capital murder. The State
is represented by so and so; and he's
going with the trial.
"So he asked Eroy Brown to stand up.
And I told him not to stand. And he
asked me to stand up and I refused. He
told me he was going to hold me in wntempt and he was going to remove me
from the case. But I wasn't going to let
him force me to try that boy's case w~thout being prepared and I knew that I
could not poss~hlybe prepared without
hamg read the transcript of the testimony. He asked me to stand and I
wouldn't stand. So he went on w ~ t hhis
preliminary remarks. 'That's Mr. Washmgton seated over there. He won't stand.' I
knew that they couldn't try a case without
me parhcipating in the vou dire. How
could they possibly try him if I don't ask
any questions? They would have to pick
the jury for him. Ultimately the judge
granded a continuance and removed me
from the case. I said, 'That's fine, but
you're still going to have to give another
lawyer at least six weeks to get prepared
and try this case.' The court asked to what
extent I planned not to participate in the
trial and I said, 'Judge, I'm not going to
examine the jurors or cross examine the
State's witnesses or call any witnesses or

make any closing statement. You cw
make me s ~here
t throughout the t m but
that's all You can make me do. You c a ' t
Put words in my mouth and you can't
make me do anything that a lawyer is
supposed to do. If you want to try him
under these circumstances and make a
mockery of justice, then you do it. But
his life is on my conscience and I'm not
going to do it.' And I didn't.
Ultimately the judge recused himself.
Washington tried the case a second time
SIX weeks later and won.
Ironically enough, in Brown's case the
State had moved for a change of venue
prior to the second trial in Galveston and
it was overruled. The State moved for a
change of venue prior to the third trial
and interestingly enough, Washington
developed cons~derableevidence to oppose
the motion, including a telephone survey
by a dean of the University of Houston
and testimony of several assistant district
attorneys in Harris County, a county commissioner from one county, and a sheriff
from another county. "I mean, what's an
elected official going to say when the shoe
is on the other foot? When a defense lawyer puts him on the stand and says, 'Can
the State get a fair trial in your county?'
what the hell are they gomg to say but
yes? They're telling their voters they
can't give him a fair trial? They couldn't
wiggle out of it." But the court moved
the trial to Edinburgh anyway.
During the tlurd trial in Edmburgh,
Washington wanted very much to advise
the third jury that the second jury verdict
was one of acquittal. fis attempt was a
very novel and creative effort. "I called
the distnct clerk from Galveston County
to testify as a character witness on behalf
of Eroy. Think about it. 'I'm assistant
district clerk in Galveston County, Texas.'
'Do you know the defendant Eroy
Brown?' 'I do.' 'How long have you
known him?' She looks at the docket
sheet and says, such and such a date. 'DO
you know his general reputation for truth
and verac~tyin the community in which
you live among the ~eoplewho know him
best?' 'I do.' 'Who are those people?'
'They were the jurors and judges and people in the community!' "
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,Proposed Code of Evidence in Criminal CasesA Request for Comments
which adopted the recommendations of
their Sub-committee on Criminal Matters
as to the rules of evidence. We are interested in having the input of the members
of your organization on these rules of evidence as recommended. Wehope to obtain
these views by October 1, 1985, and ask
that these views be addressed to Judge
Sam Houston Chnton, Chairman of the
Rules Committee, Court of Criminal ApDear Rusty:
This letter is to mform yon what the peals, Box 12308, Capitol Stat~on,Ausim,
Court of Criminal Appeals has in mind Texas 787 11.
I am attaching a copy of the recomwith regard to the rnle-making authority
concernmg rules of evidence acquired as mended rules of evidence and am asking
your help in brmging these rules to the
a result of recent legislation.
The Court feels that H.B. 13 of the attention of the members of your organ69th Legislature makes it necessary to nation while informing them of the depromulgate these rules by January 1, sirabil~tyof having their views expressed
1986. In view of the time limitations, we to the Court by October 1. The recomare using as a startmg pomt in our study mended d e s are to be published in the
the recommendations of the Senate- September issue of the Texas Bar JourHouse Select Committee on the Judiciary nal, which should he out the first part of

The following letter was received from
Presiding Judge John Onion, Jr., of the
Texas Court of Crnninal Appeals. It is obviously self-explanatory. It is imperative
that each member of TCDLA examine
the proposed Criminal Code of Evidence
and respond to Judge Onion's letter accordmgly.

CRIMINAL VOIR DIRE
continuedfrom page I 0

A. Attitudes
1. Look at the panel out in
the hall before you are seated. You
can often spot the showoffs and the
liberals by how and to whom they
are tallung. [Interacbon with other
jurors.]
2. Observe the venuemen as
they walk into the courtroom.
a. You can tell almost as
much about a man by how he walks
as by how he talks.
b. Look for physical afflictions. These people usually sympatbze with the accused.
3. Dress
a. Conservativelv.
- ,welldressed people are generally stable
and good for the State.
16

b. In many counties, the
p r y summons states that the appropriate dress is coat and tie. One
who does not wear a coat and tie is
often a non-conformist and, therefore, a bad State's juror.
4. Women
a. I don't like women
jurors because I can't trust them.
b. They do, however,
make the best jurors in cases mvolving crimes against children.
c. It is posslble that their
"women's intuition" can help you
if you can't win your case with
facts.
d. Young women too often
sympathize with the defendant; old
women wearing too much makeup
are usualIy unstable, and therefore,
are bad State'sjurors . . .

I agree with the prosecutor's handbook on women jurors. There are several
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September. Further, each appellate and
district judge has been furnished a copy
by the State Court Administrator. Further, these rules were published in the
VOICE for the Defense in the December
1984, January 1985 and February 1985
issues. Perhaps an item in the VOICE or
other publication with reference to the
recommended rules, our request for expressions thereon and where copies of the
rules may he obtained will suffice in getting the word out. Any way that you can
alert the members of your organization
as to the need for their input will be sincerely appreciated by each member of
the Court. Your assistance in this matter would be apprec~ated.
Sincerely yours,

John F. Onion, Jr.
Presiding Judge
Court of Criminal Appeals

studies showing women, especially if they
have a college degree, vote to convict
twice as often as to acquit. Female teachers and secretaries also have statishcally
shown a significant tendency to convict.
They fall into the category of high conviction rates with accountants, machinists, hankers and programmers.
Stay away from jurors with prior crminal jury service, especially in the major
metropolican areas where most juries are
"woodshedded" by the prosecution after
each trial, win or lose, and told all the
reasons the defendant's prior rape, rohbery and murder convictions could not be
brought out and all the evidence they had,
hut could not present because of technicalities. [For additional information on
initial assessment of jurors, see StdW,
supra .I
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NITA Programs in Trial Advocacy
The following is a iist of CLE courses being offered nationwide by the
Nutiom1 Institute for Trial Advocacy in the upcoming six months, TNe
programs reach mmimum enrollment within one to two months prior to
the staff of the program, so enroll @seuriy as possible.
Advanced Trial Advocacy Prop61
Dates:
October 6-11, 1985
Location: Washington, DC
Contact: AdmissionsDirector
NITA
1507 Energy Park Drive
St. Paul, MN 55108
(612) 6440323
The Advanced Trial Advocacy Program is
an intensive program in trial advocacy for
attorneys with more than five years of
actual hidexperience.

Negotiations and Counseling
Dates:
December 5-7,1985
Location: Chicago, Illinois
Contact: Thomas Geraghty
Northwestern University
School of Law
357 East Chicago Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611
(3 12) 649-8932
Negotiations and Counseling is an intensive special skills training program for attorneys who desire to increase theis ability to negotiate and counsel.

Advaneed Trial Advocacy Program

1
.

tialAdvocacy Workshop
Advanced f
Dates: November 1722,1985
Dates: March23-28, 1986
Iacation: Houston,TX
Location: Gainewille, Florida
Contact: Admissions Director
Contact: Gerald T. B e ~ e t t
NITA
Holland h w Center
1507 Energy Park Drive
Room 329
St. Pau1,MN 55108
University of Florida
(612) 644-0323
The Advanced Trial Advocacy Program is
an intensive program in trial advocacy for
attorneys with more than five years of
actual trial advocacy.
Rocky Mountain Regional
Dates:
December 5-15,1985
Location: Denver, Colorado
Contact: Mark S. Caldwell
U. of Denver, College sf Law
Huchingwn Hall
1895 Quebec Street
Denver, GO 80220
(303) 87 1-6323
The Rocky Mountain RMonal is an intensive program in trial advocacy for attoenevs with less than five vears of actual
trial eherience.

Advanced Trial Advocaey P r o g t c ~
Dates:
May 18-23,1985
Locatfon: Chicago, Illinois
Contact: Thomas Geraghty
Northwestern University
School of Law
357 East Chicago Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 649-8932
The Advanced Trial Advocacy Program is
an intensive program in trial advocacy for
attorneys with more than five years of
actual trial experience.
rn
Editor's Nofer Etnther information can
be obtained by contacting tha NatiumI
Institute for Trial Advocncj, 1507Enarnv Park Drive, St. Pud, MNSSl OX, (612)

Unintelligible recordings made clear
*Audiotape authentication
-Voice print comparison*
Expert tedimony
Immediate service
~
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Gainesvile, FL 3261 1
(904) 33920412
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Shotgun Patterning
Relative To Distance
Determinations
Frequently it becomes necessary for a
firearms examiner to determine the distance from which the muzzle of a shotgun was discharged into an object and/or

FORENSIC ASSOCIATES

person. Based on the spread or size of the
resultant pellet pattern, the characteristics
of the entry hole and a consideration of
the absence or presence of gunpowderproduced particulate matter, it is often
possible to determine generalities in regard
t o the distance from which the shotgun
was fired.
Specific answers, however, require pattermng or firmg of the shotgun in ques.tion into the same or similar medium,
utilizing the same type of shotshell. Consideration should also be given to environmental conditions during this patterning
process, depending on the fact situation
of the case at hand.
By comparing the test pattern produced at varying ranges t o the evidence
pattern, it becomes possible to assign
valid numerical values to the distance
from whidh the shotgun was fired. During
this process of evaluating the test patterns,
consideration is eiven t o the vattem
spread, entry holeiharacteristics, and the
presence or absence of gunpowder particulate matter as mentioned above. This
testing procedure is a combination of
gross visual inspections and/or chemical

testing. As wlth all subjective and Cornparative exammations, however, h e attorney faced w ~ t hthese results should require that all such test patterns be made
avalable to him so he can confina or
deny the conclusions drawn from them.
One footnote to this topic that should
be addressed 1s the myth that shotguns
and particularly "sawed-off' shotguns
create a wall of pellets that does not even
necessitate m m g . Llke all projectiles,
pellets tend to travel in a straight line unless interrupted by gravlty, friction or
other mterferences. As a result, pellet
groupings or patterns are much tlghter
than the average lay person would suspect,
even for those shotshells fired from the
"sawed-off versions. Most modern shotshells employ shot protectors w h c h influence the pellet pattern more than the
length of the shotgun barrel. In essence
the barrel serves only as alaunching tube
for the pellets encapsulated m the shot
protector. Therefore the barrel length and
choke designat~onmay have some influence on resultant shotshell patterns; however, the shot protector by far plays the
most important role in pellet spread. rn

Providing complete support to attorneys in all aspects of scientific
and investigative matters for civil
and criminal litigation.

SPOTLIGHT
Areas include, but are not limited
to, firearms identification and functionability, fue cause and origin
investigation, laboratory identification of fue residue accelerants,
accident reconstruction, DWI or
alcohol related matters, trace evidence, serology, drug analysis,
engine oil contaminant studies,
wood shingle damage determinations, 1atent.prints.

Fdl time full service private crime
laboratory.
FORENSIC ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 64561
Lubbock, Texas 79464
(806) 7943445
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Senator Craig Washington was court
appointed from beginning to end. We
would assume that he would be paid
something for all of his efforts. He was
paid for the first and second trials, but
not for the third as of this interview. He
had to file a suit in federal court t o prevent the State from trying Brown a third
time unless Washington was paid. A hearing was held and a trial date was set for
April 4 and the State was given 30 days
before that date to come up with the
money. A reasonable amount was determined to be $50,000 for legal fees and
expenses. If the State did not have the
money by at least 30 days before trial,
he was going t o declare the State not
ready and dismiss the case so Walker

County got a cnnnnal justice grant from
the Governor's Office to pay Craig Washington for defending Eroy Brown. They
put it in a specla1 bank account and after
the tnal they claimed that since Washington was a member of the Legislature that
appropriated the money, there is a constitutional prohibition against paying him
as it would constitute a reward to him for
something done m a session of the Legik
lature in which he was a member. There
has got t o be a lesson in there somewhere.
We smcerely thank Senator Craig
Washington for his time. Besides being a
very competent, experienced and determined criminal defense lawyer, he's also
a real gentleman. Over the hours, he affected many of my own views regarding
cnminal defense. I hope those that are
related above do Craig Washington
justice.
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PROTECT YOUR CLIENT
PROTECTTHERECORD
PROTECT YOURSELF
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I N YOUR NEXT COURT-APPOINTED
OR RETAINED CRIMINAL LITIGATION
WITH THE LATEST CASES I N CRIMINAL LAW

ERISMAN'S REVERSIBLE ERRORS
IN TEXAS CRIMINAL CASES, 3rd Edition
Arch C. McColl III and S. Michael McColloch*
[Under malpractice law], Defense counsel who is appointed by the
court . . . hasexactly thesame dutiesand burdens and responsibilities
as the highly paid, paid-in-advance crminal lawyer.
(Ferri v. Ackerman, 444 U.S. 193,200 [I9791 )

-Chief Justice Warren Burger
The one book you need to properly defend your client.

-Richard "Racehorse" Haqnes
None should dare a criminal defense without Erisman's
Third Edition.

Erisman's is excellent for the defense of both federal and
state cases.

-Gerald Goldstein

Board Member, National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers

-Warren Burnett

Odessa trial attorney
Erisman's is a needed legal research tool in every law
library.

An easy-to-use, 750 page practice manual that does your
research for you, and is used by hundreds of lawyers and
judges.

-Judge James Barlow

186th District Court, San Antonio, Texas

-John Hagler
Former Chief Appellate Attorney,
Dallas County District Attorney's Office
Erisman's continues as the mainstay of the criminal
lawyer and the vitaland necessary tool o f the civil lawyer
who has been appointed t o a criminal case.

-Emmett Colvin
4

.

..

Former Dean,
National College for Criminal Defense

KNOW LES
,
LAW BOOK
PUBLISHING, INC
P.O. Box 18069
Fort Worth, Texas 761 18

Having utilized Erisman's since its original publication in
the '50s, 1 can truthfully say that its update by Arch
McCoil and Mike McColloch has made the book even
more valuable t o the criminal practitioner. Courts, prosecutor., and defense counsel owe you a debt of gratitude
for your efforts.

-Frank Maloney

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY,STATE, ZIP

Please send me

copxs of ERISMAN'S REVERSIBLE ERRORS
IN TEXAS CRIMINAL CASES, 3rd Edrtion

@ $125.00 each.
Plus $6.41 tax oer hook

Call 1-800-826-8854
In Texas c& 1-800-826-8853

Send check fo:
KNOWLES LAW BOOK PUBLISHING, INC.
P.O. Box 18069
Fort Worth, TX 76118

TOTAL
(prices subject t o change wxthout notice)
(each order on 30-day approval)

